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PREFACE 
Most of the questions anu answers in this 

book have appeared in the pages of the Gr~gg 
Writer from time to t ime. But as each. year 
more than half a million srudcnts begin the 
study of the system, ann each. year many hun
d reds of teachers face their fir!>t classes in short_ 
hand, it is not surprising that the same questions 
are asked over and over again. It is for this 
reason that] have compiled th is lit tle book in 
the hope that it will be of service to both students 
and teachers. 

In the main) the questions and answers selected 
for publication are such. as are likely to be of 
general intere~t. Some questions are included 
which may appear to be of a trivial nature, or 
may indicate a lack of comprehension of the 
plain wording of some of the rules.· Even these 
have value to the teacher as showing just 
where emphasis should be placed in presenting 
certain rules, or where there is need of special 
drill on illustrations. 

In reading a few of the questions asked by 
teachers which show confusion of thought, it 
should be borne in mind that in most cases the 
questions are not due to any lack of intelligence. 
but simply to habits of thought and practice 
previously acquired in teaching a style of short~ 
hand based on entirely different principles from 
those of our SY$itern. 

In going over the back nu mbers of the magazine 
for the purpose of compiling the questions and 
answers. I was pleased to find that ntarly all 
the really important questions asked some years 
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ago are now fully covered in the current edition 
of the Manual. Sonle of those contained in 
this book will be taken care of whcn we revise 
the present ManuaJ ; but it would be impossible 
to deal with all the questions asked, even jf it 
were desirable, in any Manual, however compre
hensive it mij!ht be. 

It is, I · beheve, unnecessary for me to explain 
til at it has been a gu iding principle in the prepara
tion of the textbooks of the system to state the 
nlles and principles as sim ply' as I knew how. 
Indeed, I believe th at the Illustrations which 
follow each rule in the Manual are of much 
greater value in impres.c;ing the rule on the minds 
of students than the mere wording of the rule. 

Some years ago, in an address to you ng teachers, 
I warned them against an epidem ic of what I 
termed "Shorthand Technicitis," which appeared 
to be spreading all over the country at that time. 
By th atexpres.'1ion I meant elaborate explana tions 
of each rule and of every possihle ap'plication or 
modification of the rule. Such detailed ex:plana
tions are not only confusing to the student, but 
are a source of discouragement. The young 
student will attain a hetter knowledge of the 
practica.l application of the rules, and greater 
skill in the execution of the forms, br actuall y 
wri ting and reading a great variety 0 words in 
which tile rule is applied, than he will from oral 
explanations of it. 

One of the most successful teachers I have 
known put my ideas very well when he :said. 
"In presenting a. Ie.<;..~n, touch the 'high spots' 
only-the rest will be made d ea.r in practice." 

I think that there are two reasons why so 
many of the you nger teachers over_emphasize the 
importance of presentation and under-estimate 
the importance of drjll. The first reason is that 
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many of them carry into their own cla.~s work 
tht: methods foHowed in training classes fur 
shorthand teachers in colleges, normal schools, 
and o ther institutions. Some of the teachers 
attending such classes do not realize t hat in the 
training classes the instructors necessarily devote 
a gn:at deal more time to giving teacher; such a 
thorough understanding of all the rules and 
principles-and their application under all con
ditiom-as will enable them to answer. any 
questions that may be asked by students, than 
they would if they were teachillg an ordinary 
class of students. 

The second reason is that many of the teachers 
of shorthand have had previous experience in 
teaching in the grades, where much time is 
given to "drawing out" the young students by 
questions and suggestions. Excellent as this 
method is in the grades, and even in the secondary 
schools, it results in ·a grea t waste of valu able 
time in shorthand teaching where the acquirement 
of rapidity in the execution of the forms demands 
that at least two-thirds of the time be given to 
praclirt in reading and writing. 

I felt impelled to speak of these things because 
I feared that otherwise th e publication of this 
book might develop another epidem ic of "tcch
nicitis," Many teachers have found to their 
sorrow that the explanation of obscure technical 
points sometimes starts the students on a search 
for alt SQ("ts of " problems" to be submitted to the 
t eacher next day. Some students love to ask 
questions-especially if it will enable them to 
shirk practice work. TherefoJ;"e the information 
contained in th is book should be handled in an 
incidental way in connect ion with the lessons and 
practice drills, and not emphasized, 

I wish to acknowledge my obligations to Miss 
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Dorothie de Be~r for the great assistance she 
-rendered in the preparation of this book for the 
press by eliminating duplications of questions 
.and answers, and in classifying the subject 
matter according to lessons and rules. 

JOHN ROBERT GREGG. 
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THE Q', AND A's OF SHORTHAND 
THEORY 

1. "Between two revene curves the circle is 
turned on the back of the first curve." 
Why not say. " Inside the second 
curve?" 

In all of the ea rly editions of the Manual the 
rule read: ""\lhere: twO curves join without an 
angle, the circle is placed on the inside of the 
second corve," Why was the change made? 
Mr. Gregg: gave: the reasons to a conven tion of 
teachers when the change was made, and they 
met with very hearty approval. In substance, 
this is what he said: \"'hen the expression, "il1side 
the second curve," was used, the attention of 
t.he student was foc.lsed on t he ucond curve; 
consequently he allowed his pen to drift along 
towards that curve and there was usually a 
line or space between the completion of the: 
first curve and the beginning of the second curve. 
This was one of the most troublesome points in 
teaching shorthand penmanship at that time. 
M r. Grcgg experimented with using the expres
sion~ "[he circle is turned on the baele of the 
first curve." This focused the thought and 
attention on the first curve, and the placing of 
the circle 011 the !Jaele of the fi rs t curve eliminated 
an tendency to allow an unnecessary curve to 
slip in between the first and second curves. 
It is a nice psychologicAl point, which will be 
understood by all teachers. 

Mr. Gregg was then asked why he made it 
a rule to place the circle inside the second 
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curve in such joinings, seeing that in the 
older systems the practice was to place the 
circle inside the first curve in such joinings. 
There were two reasons. The first was that 
it yielded a sliglltly more facile joining and one 
less liable to distortion. The second was that 
in rapid shorthand writing the first part of a 
word was generally written more clearly than 
the last stroke. Under pressure the tendency 
was to slur tIle last stroke--becausc the mind 
had traveled on to the next word or phrase
form. under such conditions a curve at the 
end of a word sometimes looked like a straight 
line and vice versa. In such cases the placing 
of the circle "on the back of the first curve" 
(or "inside the second curve," as you please) 
enabled the writer when transcribing to know 
whether in such ioinings the final letter was 
a curve or a straight line. To take a simple 
example: In writing the word kill with the 
circle inside the first curve, if the second curve 
were straightened in rapid writing, the word 
might look like came-assuming, of course, 
that the distinction in size of the circle was not 
observed. But, in writing the word with the 
circle on the back of the first curve, the fact 
that the circle is in that place shows clearly
no matter how straight the next character 
may appear-that the latter must be a curve
either r or I, according to its length. 

2. Will you please tell me why words such as 
page and beach do not come under 
the rule that between an oblique and a 
straight line, the circle is placed on the 
outside? 

The first lesson of the Manual states that the 
circle is written on the outside of angles. In 
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accord ance with this the circle in the word 
beach is written on the ol;tsid~ of th~ angle 
formed at the joining of band eh. 

3. In writing jail, what rule -applies? 

Circle inside curves. As r and I are not geo
metrical , bllt begi n with a. curve, there is no 
angle between sh, ell, .i and r or I; hence the 
circle goes inside the curve. 

To make this still clearer: \Vrite Kage, or 
catch, in ~horthi1 nd . In doing this . you will 
inst inctivdy place the circle ins ide the curve 
bec:lU~ you do not recognize an angle hetwecn 
g and j (see the form for queJ/jon) . Now,-if you 
rurn the paper on which you have written gage 
upside down, you will see that gage h:\s become 
jail. 

4. Will you please clear up for me a few 
points on shorthand penmanship about 
which I am somewhat confused? Am I 
oorrect in maintaining that the circle 
should be written exclusive of the 
strokes in such joining! as rain, or 
should it be inside the curve? In Speed 
Studies, Lesson I . such joinings as cat 
and cake are made plain. but is this 
principle to be extended to the down
ward. curves in sueh joinings as back, 
pack, fac t, paper, charm? 

We believe that vou are nttachi ng too much 
importance to the ~xact position of the circle. 
T he whole object to be attained is legibili ty and 
uniformity, flnd it does not really matter whether 
a. circle is a li ttle ab,ovc or a little below the line. 
In words like rain, lane. gait, pap~r, back, etc.) 
the circle is not supposed to be entirely outside 
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the firs t character. It "cuts the line" in cat, 
gale-that is, it is not wholly inside or wholly 
outside the fi rs t curve. ThIs applies in rain, 
lane-it is not wholly inside the curve, because 
that would bring the circle right down to the 
line and take away too much of the curve. The 
same thing applies to the other words. 

S. Aren't k , g, r, a nd J oblique curves? 

N o; they are written ill a horizontal direction, 
and not in an oblique direction. 

6. Which rule, 6, or 7, governs the writing of 
the vowel in tact, decay, etiquette, 
attic, cash, fish? 

Rule 6. I n all but the la!: t-mentioned word , 
fish, the circ:le is placed "inside the curve." In 
fish there is an angle between f and sh, and the 
circle is placctl. on the outside of the angle. 

7. Why not write the vowel in the following 
words: arid, read , wr£t1 bread, chill, 
l ead, according to rule number 7? 

Because the circle is always written inside the 
curve when thc:re is no angle. If you will get 
that idea firmly in your mind the trouble about 
unders tanding the rules given in paragraphs 6 
and 7 will vanish. Suppose you try this: Write 
each of the words you mentioned in full, with 3. 

pencil, and then rub out the circles with an 
eraser. You will then realize that there is no 
angle in any of these j oinings, and therefore the 
circle should be placed inside the curves, in 
accordance with the rule. 
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B. In one of the theory examination papers 
there was a question as to the direction 
in which the capitalization marks 
should be struck. Will you please give 
me the answer to this question? 

The capitalization dashes should be struek 
upward, thus bringing the hand closer to the 
line of writing. The closer the hand can keep 
to the line of movement, the greater will be the 
speed developed-which is why the "inch Jeep" 
phrase forms affected by some writers (such as 
shall be pleaud to hear from )'OU, etc.) are not 
judicious combinations, from the viewpoint of 
speed. 

9. Is there a shorthand symbol for the 
comma? 

No; we use the orJinary comma, placing it 
below the line of writing, to avoid confusing it 
with the shorthand forms. 

10. Doesn't an oblique curve, such as p, h, I, 
and v, form an angle when joined to a 
straight line? 

You will remember that the curves in our 
system are not geometric, and therefore that 
they.curve most at one end. For example, the 
character for g curves at the end, and therefore 
joins toj without an angle, and a circle occurring 
between them (as in groge) is placed inside. 
This is of course true of the opposite joining of 
j and f (as in jail). \Ve give these illustrations 
first because they are familiar to you. Now it is 
equally true tha.t p and b curve most at the end, 
and when they are followed by n or m the angle 
disappears, or is almost invisible. Hence the 
rule given in paragraph 16. This rule is im-
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portant ·because when the circle is placed imidt! 
the m~ it cxpresses-r- (See page 46). 

11. Does rule 16 apply only to p, b, f and v? 

No ' it applies to the other oblique curves, 
(the blends given in Lesson Seven) , as in such 
word s as tmacious, shamed, giant. 

12. In the word up, is the hook joined to p 
without an angle? 

Yes. If _you have diffi culty in making the 
j ommg easily and naturally, write several lines 
of the form for keep (kp) g r:ulually reducing 
the size of the k, and YOll will find that the form 
for up will give you no trouble. 

13. In the word whip, what is the rule for 
placing the circle? 

The hooks are regarded as minute curves, and 
the rul es for joining circles to curves apply to 
them. In whip , therefor~, the cil'cie goes on 
the outside, as it does in th e word cap. 

14. Please explain the form for Swiss, as 
given in the shorthand dictionary. It 
seems to me that the word should be 
written with the dash , according to the 
rule given on page 21 of the Manual. 

The dash w is metl~ l y an auxiliary form, and 
is employed where a facile form is secured through 
its use. In words in \vhich there is no change of 
direct ion, where the movement is eas)' and 
con tinuous, as in Swiss, swing, swim, sweet, 
swiX. nothing would be gained by using the dash. 

On the other hand , in words like sweep, swear, 
dwell, there is a change of tli rcction when the 
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hook is used, and the joining is not an easy one; 
therefore we prefer the dash in such words. 

In words like Iwig,lwin, a nd all woros with the 
terminal W4),-Bl'oadwtlY" gat(wa:r , m idway, road
W6_Y, headway-the dash IS preferred because the 
joining ()f the hook with the cirde is Iiahle to 
become indistinct in ta~id writi ng. The me of 
the dash involves a lifti ng of the pen, which is 
equivalent to a strnke. Unle>:s the joining is 
a~kward. or indi,stinet , ,,:,e prefer the h'~k f<.Jrm. 
When the dash IS uSed 1t 15 g!::nerally m words 
in which it can be omitted with perfect safety 
in rapid writin g. 

15. Why is the dash used for the letter w in 
the word aware and not in awake? 

There are two reasons. As there is no change 
in dircctilln in writing awake, there would be no 
gain in facility in lifting the hand to use the dash 
in such an easy form as au;ak~, but in aware 
there is a change of direction after the W; hence 
we prefer th e d ash. This also applies in ru;ear-, 
swell, sweep, etc. The other rcawll is that the 
omission of the hook in a~t'llre enables the writel' 
to make use of very useful phrase-forms for 
I -am-aware. YOU-dre_iWJllrt, etc., and , in court 
reporting, for y ou-are-aware-(oj the) -jllcJ, were
(you)-awlJre- Cof .Ihel -jacJ, tte. The analogy of 
th e form of lJ.'ware to where wi ll also be noted. 

16. Is it not quicker to write the dot for h 
after completing t he word, just as in 
longhand we dot the i? 

It is more natural to write the sounds in the 
order in which they occur. There i.s a loss of 
time in going back. to the beginning of the outline 
to place the dot, instead of proceeding to the 
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next word. The Pitmanic systems recognize 
th is. too, because ther instruct s tudents to mak~ 
the con dot first . 0 course, there are very few 
words in which it is necessary to write th e aspirate 
in our system, as the vowels are expressed In the 
ou tline. 

17. In the fourth lesson of the Manual. why is 
the word yore written out, instead of 
the wordsign which stands for you and 
your being employed? 

Yon: has no phonetic affinity with either you 
or your. Wert: they both to be written in full 
by sou nd,)'our would be written with the oo-hook 
and yore with the o-hook. 

18. Is there any reason fOf the rule about 
joining us wit-hout an angle? 

Yes ; the reason seems to be pretty ob vious : 
it is to avoid an unnecessary angle. The rule 
reads: "The combinatiun us is writ ten without 
an angle: at the beginni ng of words, or when 
it fa llaws a dawnstroke or k, g." 

The limitation expressed in the rule is made 
because clearness in joining sometimes demands 
an angle. There is always an angle after the s 
in us when the hook u is joined to the preceding 
character without :;In angle-as in duSl, rlUI, 
;ealous; if there is an angle: before the hook, as in 
gusl, there is no need of an angle after the hook. 
There must be an angle before or after the hook. 

19. Please explain the character representing 
the word this. Some say it is double 
th and others say it is th·s. 

It is s imply Ih and s joined, both forms being 
written in accordance with the ruJes. It is 
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the same (orm as these, with the vowel omitted
thus forming a clear distinction between the 
words. 

20. Will you please explain why axle is written 
with ks. while ex.cellent retains the ex 
sound? 

The prefix EX in all words is expressed by the 
prefix form. The rule says : "The letter x may 
be expressed at the end. or in the hody of words 
(but not at the hegjnnin~) , by a slight modifica
tion of the curve (or s.' Tn words like axiom, 
4xle, the sound of x is expressed by Its. 

21. I notice that we now write faith with the 
clockwise th instead of the' th used in 
the word father. as was formerly the 
case. Is there 8 ' rule to cover this 
change of form? 

The correct and natural form of Ih to use 
in the word fa ith is the clockwise curve. The 
preference is always given to th is form where it 
does not join 0, r, or I, and .where the other form 
is not demanded b y exigencies of joining. Ex
amples : death , .smith. path , thin , etMcJ, thief. 

In the deri ,,-atiyt!sjaithjul, jaifh/tJJ , of course, 
we must use the right-hand In in order to get a 
sharp and racile joining beforej and I. 

22 , 1 have no rute for writing s ulphur, soup , 
and similar words with the comma s. 
I have forgotten where I have seen the 
reverse s used in these words, which I 
believe was according to rule. Will you 
pl,ease explain? 

]n the words mentioned, the comma s should 
be used. It would be incorrect to write them 
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with the reverse s. The hooks may be regarded 
as minute curves, and the rules for Joining.J or th 
to curves will therefore apply to them. In other 
words, " su, soo," would be wri ttl;:n like "sk," 
except, of course, that the hook would be much 
smaller th an k. 

23. Does it make any difference which way 
you turn s to express inAs? 

Yes; the s (or ings is always written contrary 
to the hands_of-a-clock movement, iust as it 
would be written if iugs were written in fulL 
This forms a distinction between ings and adly. 
icil)" etc. 

24. Why do you express ng with the shorter 
stroke, and nk with the longer, seeing 
that g is a longe(" character than k? 

Because ng is the shorter sound. The com
bination nk is really tlgk, as will bt.:: ~een by pro
nouncin g rrm(g)k, ban(g)k. Itl additj(m to this, 
th ere is the practical reaSl)ll t hat t he combina_ 
tion ng is much mMe frequent than 11k, and 
should therefore have the morc: facile sign. 

25. Why not write nA and nk the same length? 
I have written these characters the 
same length for years in reporting work 
and never had any doubt in reading 
them, but in teaching a class I found it 
difficult to explain to students the 
distinction between these characters. 

We never found any difficulty in explaining 
nK and nit. Sometimes a stud en t wonders why 
nk is longer than nx, seeing that the ch::.racter 
for k is short and the character for g is long. 
It is, therefore, welt to make d ear to the students 
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that the sound of uk is longer than the sound of 
ng-that nk is really flgk. This Clln be done by 
pronounci ng a word li ke sing ami then adding 
the k to it, sing-k. This can l>e followed b y 
other illustrations : ranx-rank, bang-bank, tang
Jank, ring.rink, etc. There is, of course, the 
additional reason that 11K is more frequent than 
nk and should, therefore, be expressed by the 
shorter character. In connected matter there 
is very littl e ))ossibility of clashing hetween nk 
and ng, hut 1t is necessary to provide for the 
exact representation of these sounds in isolated 
words. 

26. Why is t he a nti-clockwise th used in the 
word fathom, when the rule says that 
" The clockwise th should be used 
except when joined to 0, R, and L?" 

You have not quoted the rule correctly. 
"Should" does not occur in it. TIle rule reads: 
"The clockwise th is given th e preference," and 
th e u~e of thc \yord "preference" ~hows that it 
is not obligatory to use the clockwise tho F.xcept 
when j oined to n, R, L , the clockwise form of fit 
is generally W':;ed, hut in a few wo.xis the usc of 
rhe other form promotes facili t}' or clearnt:SS. 
The clockwise th in fathom would yield a form 
in m pitl writing which would look like fag; and 
the other for m of til is therefore used, to provide 
a sharp angle between the th and m. This is 
also done infailhful,Jaithless, youthful, and a few 
other words. 

27. Is the word tacks, which is pronounced 
the same as tax, written the same? I 
find ·the word racks, which is pro
nounced the same as if spelled Tax, 
written with the k in the Gregg Writer. 
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I see no reason why these words should 
not all be written with an x. 

In words Jike lada, racks, backs, we do not 
think it advisable to change the original form 
for lack, rack, back when s is added. T he x 
si~n is used only in words which are spelled 
with the x. This makes a very useful distinction 
in manr words. 

28. Do you add ily with the loop in lily, and 
how do you write hilly? Why do you 
write cheerily in full, instead of adding 
the loop to the reversed circle? 

The loop is not used for ily after single letters 
in such words as lily, hilly, dally . Clearness 
above all things! In cheerily the loop joins 
awkwardly after the circle, a.nd there is nothing 
gained in facility by the use of it. 

29. Will you ten me how to spel1 the diphthong 
i? If it is a combination of a (medium 
sound) and e, how do you account for 
the circle's being cut and not closed? 

The footnote to paragraph 44 says: "The 
sign for the diphthong i is a large circle with 
an indentation-resembling a combination of 
ii and c, which, if uttered in rapid succession, 
yield a sound almost equivalent to i." 

That is, tbe broken circle, as it is called, 
"resembles," but is not actuall y a combination 
of, the large and small circles. As you know, 
the combination of a and c is used (paragraph 46) 
to express the diphthong i and any vowel follow
ing it, as in via, science, lion, iOla. 

The sound resulting (rom the combination 
of ii and c is a very long sound of the diphthong, 
as heard in Kaise r, Cairo, ou t seldom heard in 
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English; hence our sign for the diphthong is in 
harmony with this-not quite a combination of 
the signs for it and e. 

In teaching, we do not dwell upon this very 
much, because young students are sometimes 
confused by theoretical explanations. We simply 
say that the diphthong i-that is, the long sound 
of i, as heard infight (not as in fit), din(: (not as 
in din), bite (not as in bit), is expressed by this 
sign (illustrating), as in these forms: {we then 
give the forms for die, contrasting it with day; 
for lie, contrasting it with lay; mine, contrasting 
it with main; fine, contrasting it with fan; etc. 

30. Why is the i in mice on the back of the 
=? 

The Manual says: "The rules governing the 
joining of the circles apply to the diphthong i. 
In the words tile, Nile, for instance, the sign is 
placed outside the angle, as is done in tale, nail." 

ApJ(ly this to mice: First, write mass, in which 
the clrcle goes above, or, as our correspondent 
puts it; "on the back" of m. The word mice is 
written like mass, except that before writing s 
the distinguishing curve for i is made. 

31. Why markye and yea? With what word
sign or contraction would they conflict 
if not marked? 

Yt" would conflict with yes. These words are so 
infrequent and so unusual that it is just as well 
to mark them clearly. 

32. Is there any preference in the writing of 
the io combination, as in iota? 

Yes; the combination io in words like iota, 
iodine, is written with the same movement as the 
o in longhand, which it resembles in appearance. 
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33, Please explain t he reason for using t he 
aspirate and vowel marks,in certain no
consonant words in the M anual. 

The following shorthand forms will make this 
point d ear. 

09 9; "''Iff ; /),..; ; 0'0" ; 

o 
O ; 1-Z ; ff>.-n , ' , 

Kry : I , ah, hay; of, awc, OW l:: , hoc; you, who; 
use, huc ; why, high; ye.o:, ye; agree, yC~I; war, woe; 
world, woo. 

34. Why do you not write laity with the dot 
inside the circle, as in rrtania? 

If y Oll refer to the rule of which mania is an 
illus trat ion you will see th at it applics on ly to 
words in which shor t i is followed hy a - not 'to 
wora s in whil:h a is followed by i . To make it 
clearer : th e rule applies to words in which the 
sound of "ja" resemLk s "ya" . 

35. Should the blending principle be u~d in 
the phrases to-make and to-any? 

Yes. 

36. If the words den, din, dim, with short, 
unaccent ed vowels. are spelled in full , 
why are t heir derivatives blended? 

The monosyllable:;; dm, din, dim are wri tten 
in full for the sake of aosolu te d earness ; but 
when other let ters arc added to form deriv atives 
it is ,rermis..,>ible to use thl! blends because the 
addi tIonal Jetters furnish enough body to the 
ou tli nes to enatJle the wri ter to Tead them without 
difficult}'. 
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37. Why is the word ten blended when den, 
din, and dim are written in full? 

When alone, ien i ~ wri ttcn in. full; bu t when 
othcr !ctttrs a re added to it , the blend may bc 
used. It happens that t he word ten enters into 
a good many useful phrases, suc h as tC1l-days_ag() , 
wcck.lJr.tm.da.ys. 10 such phrases, the letters 
added-just as in the case. of J t rivatives-give 
clearness to the form, and the blend is used for 
ten. The other words mentioned do not happen 
to occur in common phrases. 

38. W e are told to give the horizontal blend 
the preference in the words s tamina, 
Tammany, but in dimension and 
diminish the other blend is used. 
Why? 

\Vhen we speak of om itting " minor vowels" 
in the '-'lenos, we have in mind the. short i and 
short e; hu t not shor t a or o. In wonis like 
.JJamina, Tammany, contaminate, contamination, 
dominate, dvmintJJiolt, dominion, t he horizontal 
blend is useo; hut in words ]ike dimension, 
diminhh, in which a minor vowel OCCUI'S, the 
upward blend is preferred. 

39. The monosyllables din and tan are 
written in full, but the blend is 
used in dinn er but not in tanner, in 
which the primit ive Fonn is retained 
and r expressed by t he reversing 
principle. Why not use the blend in 
tann er? 

This question is partly answered in rome of the 
above paragraphs. Th e monosyllable din is 
written in full, '-'lit when t r is added the blend 
may be used. The vowel a is not regard ed as a 
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"minor vowel" and is not omitted in tanmr. 
There is, of course, the additional reason that 
this p reserves a clear d isti nction between the 
forms of these words, and dinnff is the more 
frequent word. 

40. To what form of ses do we give t he 
preference when there is a choice? 

T o the fi rs t form-the One employed for says, 
syste-m-because it is the more facile blend. 
That explains wh y thi s blend is assigned to the 
common words sa)'s and system. and the opposite 
(orm is given to the le'ls frequent society. Write 
the words llssess, assessor, assassin, 

41. Should we use the p ent blend for the 
words bend, band, etc.? 

No. The pent blend cannot be used for any 
syllable bc::ginning with the lettc::r b-bccause 
it docs not include a b. Bandage, contraband, and 
similar words must he written with the vowel. 

42. When is the ses blend used at the end of 
a word. instead of oS with angle? 

' Vhen two s's at the cnd of a word are joined 
with a n angle instead of d.e wave blend, there 
is a clear indication that wha t precedes the angle 
is a wordsign or abbreviati on-that the ending of 
the word is not u s, sus. Compare da ist, duircs. 
insist, instances, C01lSist, causes. 

43. Can gained be written with the nd 
blend? Is the a on the inside of g? 

Yes ; lind the circle is p[al.'l.'<.l outside the angle. 
G and nd are not reverse curves. That term is 
appl ied only to curves that are exact opposites. 
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44. Why is the men blend given the pre
ference over tern in Tammany? 

As the first vowel ill slightl}' stronger than 
the other, preference is given to the straight 
blend in words of this kind. 'Ib is pIal1 has the 
advantage of keeping the writing closer to the 
line. Other illus trations are: stamina. dominate. 
dominatinn, dominion, conJaminale, cQnlaminafion, 

45. I do not see any need of distinction 
between ses and xes. I never made 
one jn my own writing. It seems to 
me that to eliminate the distinction 
wOuld simplify matters for the student . 

Possibly rou never fclt t.he need of disti nction 
between us ann xes in actual work, but it is 
necessary to provide a means of distinction in 
is~lated w1,lrd~-as in bosus and boxes, misus and 
mIxes. 

46_ The rule about reversing between a down
ward character and t , d , n, m has been 
traub.ling my pupils and myself. In 
Speed Studies we are told that after p 
and b the reversed circle is always 
placed above the next character, and 
in all other joinings it is below t he next 
character. Is there any special reason 
for this distinction? 

There are set'eral good rcasons for the d is
tinction. H you attempt to write CMrt in the 
same manner as ptrt-or pari, written in full
by going all arounrl the circle. you will find 
that in rapid writing the ch will assume the ap
ptarance of p. Th:lt is one reason. As p and. b 
are written with the left motion, and as they 
curve most at the enrl, there is an easy, con
tinuous swing in making the circle, which is not 
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the c.\se with nny of the other downwa rd char
acters. The cUr\'arure at the cnd of P. b 
makes up about one..half t.he circle, as it were. 
If charI, fArm, chorm, germ, etc. , wet·c written, 
with the circle above the next character, the 
hand would ha ve to travel all around the circle. 
After fo r CI the entire change of motion jllVolvoo 
in sueh a method of .ioining, in writing words 
likejarm, ('trnal, wO\lld be particularly objection
able, as the ou tlinc!'l wou ld be distorted under 
the pre.c;."Ul'e of rapid writing. 

47. Why is t he word churn w ritten with the 
circle? 

Except in the worc1.'l given in Paragraph 58, 
words in which IIr occur ill combi nation are 
written with the circle or revcrnw circle where 
the )attel' applies. See the footnote on page 
4R, and the words) hUI't, url~. ;lJurney, a,~;()urn, 
ol}rtim, courta)'. murmur. sUnUltnr. which are 
gIven on thll t page. 

48. Why is sti1J abbreviated while deel is 
written in full ; also why is mail 
abbreviated while n ail is written in 
full? 

If YOll will refer to f aragraph S9 you will find 
that the words still anrl mail arc included in a 
list of eight words in which the reversi ng principle 
may be userl to !::xprcss I . As the reversing p rin_ 
ciple is not used to exprc.c;s I in other worrls, these 
eight words might be regarded as wordsigns, 
but they are placed at the end o f the lesson in 
which the reversi ng principle is explaintd because 
they all come under tha t pri nciple and it is there
fore easier to master them and remember them 
when given at tnat point. 
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49. Why is the word miracle writt en m-i-r 
and disjoined k for lIela? Why is not 
the reversed circle used arter m? 

The word 11Iirllcle is written as it j ~ because the; 
reversing prineip!\! is applied to the )a<;t letter 
of the word, or In the hody of a word when there 
is a fltraight line following the rtversed circle 
on which to rev erst: the circle. If miracle were 
wri tten in full there would not be an opportunity 
to apply the reversing principle. 

SO. Why are not shark, jerk, etc., writ t.en 
with a reversed circle, as is done in the 
case of Charles? 

The joining before k and X is awkward, and 
there is reall y no gain in speoo. It applies to 
fe w words, and all of them are infrequCJH words. 

51. In such words as nearly, merely, 
namely, and like ly, we WTite the little 
circle outside for ly and do not loop 
them. Why doesn't this a pply to the 
word really, as welt? 

Theon:ticlIlIy the furlll for really :;hould have 
the cirde outs1de, but the form is a :;\lrvival from 
the period hefore we introduced the reversing 
principle. At one time we expn:s~eU real and 
really by the same form, rt , j ust as we express 
lull anti fully by the same form. Sometimes 
we found th at students cunfusl,."<!. ,'eal and really, 
as in the question, "Ys it reul?" "Is it really ?" 
and we made the distinction by using the ily 
loop in really. 

52. Please tell me why the plural of office;, is 
written with the blend when the rule 
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says that the plural of wordsigns 
ending in ,s is formed with an an&le, as 
in cau.ses. instances? 

The purpose of the rule, that the plural of 
word.si~ns emling in s should be joined with an 
angle, 15 to preserve distinction between word_ 
signs in the plu ral form and other words. If 
causes were written withou t an angle-that is, 
with the '-'lend- the form would al ::;o represent 
consii t; ",nd instanus wri tten with the blend 
would a1::;0 represent insist. When the plura l 
form of a wordsign is disti nctive, it is not neces
sary to make an angle. In the word you mention, 
officer , the fu(.: t that th e s in the singular form of 
the word is traced contrary to the rule clearly 
indicate::; that the form is office. It is, therefore, 
unnctt<;.<;ary to make the angle in writing t he 
plural form . Thi s also applies to jorces, tOtlrJeJ, 
inwiceJ, in which it is unnecessary to make an 
angle. 

53 . The won:l testily is written te sti/. Wby 
not omit the sl!(:ond t , seeing that it is 
omitted in tes t? 

The I is omitted at the end of words, or where 
derivat ives a re formed. In any event , the form 
INt i] is much more facile than the form suggested. 

54. P lease explain the d isjoined re in labora
tory, desultory, etc. 

The ory ending ill Iliboratory, dem{tory , comes 
u nder the rule in Paragraph 64. After abbre
via ten words (ei ther wordsigns or words abbre
viated in an y other way, li ke those mentioned) 
the d isjoined re is used for or)' . 
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55. When should the letter r be used simp1y 
to express T, and that alone, and when 
should it be used to express er? In 
short. when is it correct to use the 
R eversing Principle to express r? 

The reversed circle expresses r after straight 
lines, as in reader, mannar, neater,) hammer. But, 
as stated in paragraph 64, alter abbreviated 
words, or words ending in a reversed circle, it is 
necessary to use a disjoined r to express cr, or, 
as in caller, kinder. insurer, cltarer, l1(arer, dearer. 

As stat!.:d in paragnaph 65, the only exception 
to this is where a wordsi~n contains the last 
consonant of the word, U1 which even t the 
reversed circle expresses er, or, after s traight lines 
- as in longer, souner, recorder,jirmer, uac1ler. 

56. How would you write 200,OOO,OOO? 

Simply write the figure 2 with the 11 underneath 
for hundred, and j oin the m for million, with a 
"jog" between n ami m, such as you USe in writing 
m()rc~and_more, or in~m)'. 

57. Why is $500 written without an angle and 
$5,000,000 with the angle? 

There are two reasons: hundred..dollars is 
written beneath the numeral, and is thus dis
tin ctive; m;J/ion-tiollarJ, written on the line, 
might be read as and. if wri tten as a blend. The 
difference, in t ranscription and in reality, between 
$500 and $S,CXXJ,rm, would be awflll to con. 
template. A million dollars is entitled to more 
respectful consideration than :l hundred dollars; 
therefore usc the angle. 
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58. H ow do you distinguish between carry 
and carried? 

Simply ,1SC the di~joined sign for pa!'lt tense, 
carried. Sec: paragraph 64. 

59. When does sh stand for shal? 

We Sllppo!;e yOu mea n the c nding tial or cial, 
as in essential, pOle/ltilll, partial, social. These 
words come.! under the Abbrev ia t ing Pri nciple
as lial is not expressoo b)' l\ ~u flix sign. lllilearly 
all words with th at ending, the form can be 
abbreviated. at the .fh, on account of the strength 
of the sound ann its suggestiveness, as : po/msn 
for porm/ia/, escnJIl for essml;al, parsn for partial, 
sosh for socifll. T here are.!, however, a few words, 
like racitt/,/flcinl, crucial, in which it i!'l nect:S,<;:try 
to write .tld, to d i!;tinguish th em from other words 
- rasll,/tIS/drlfl , crush. 

60. In the notes returned to me with red ink 
corrections, the phrase-form look it, is 
ringed, and the words are written 
separately. Why shou1d not those 
words be joined? 

1 t is a general practice to avoid joining words 
when the first wOl"d t::n ds with a vowel and the 
second word begins with a consonan t, as in 
look in, look for, /ike it, gave it. The reaSOll for 
this is that the vowel, occurring between two 
consonant strokes, gives the form the appcll rance 
of a si ngle word. The same thing: applies, of 
course. when the first word e nds with a con
sonant and the serond begins with a vowel, as in 
can aid. 

While this is the general practice, man y very 
familiar expressions with distinctive forms are 
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joined-such 3S ~'~ry mu£h. ~'~ry many, any kind. 
Very few writers join very w~/l or very gond, how_ 
ever, because each consists of t .... ,o consonan t 
s trokes joined by a vowel, 3nd therefore looks 
like a single word-Jul, vague, for instance. 

61. Why not omit the a in the phrase I-had~ 
been-able? 

It is v\!ry desirable to make a clear distinction 
betw(.::t:n would al!d IlIlti. 

62. I do not see clearly why they-had and 
w e -ha d are written as t hey are in the 
Manual; kindly explain, 

T hc pm'pose is to make a very cl ear dis tinction 
between ~ Ihl!y-hati, we.had, and fh~,v-U'ould, we
fJ)ould. The distinction in we-had, f!u:~-!uuI and 
I -had i5 made in the I>ame man ner as the broken 
ci rcle used fo r the diph thong: "i," 

63. Should of-the always be expressed by 
proximity? 

No, Con:;iderable lati tude is allowed in the 
applica tion of this rule. T he general practice 
II> to express oj tlu by proximity <)n ly whcn the 
phrase would be legi ble even if t.he words were 
not plaeed in proximity; thtl:> : tht edut'ati(jn (oj 
the) Pllllplc, the duration ("J tM) elmlrael, end (Il! 
tlJ~) u)CI:k ; but in such c'Xpressioll!' a:; many oj tl;e 
men, SOmt of the lIIen, somt oj till! ptoplc, it will 
bc clear t.hat it is advisable to write oJ..the, (I·S 

dllere proximity migh t not he su fficiently exact. 

64. Why is the comma 8 used in the phrase 
as-well-as, instead of the s being 
joined to 1 aeco!'ding to rule? 

The comma s is used in the p hrase as-welks 
because it is the s used in writIng the word os. 
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That joining is used ill writing the phrase as-well 
and it is, therefore, more natural to the hand and 
mind than a change of form. Then, too, the 
comma s gives a more distinc t.ive outline, just as 
the s rcversctl in sublime makes that form more 
d istinctive. 

65. Our class thinks it would be easier to 
write was-not with the n for not 
instead of nt, and would like to know 
why it is not written that way. 

There is no real difference in facility; but it is 
difficult to join the left s legibly to a shor t hori
zontaJ line. Whe:1 n is used, in rapid writing, 
for not after the \cft s in such phrases as il-is-nol, 
il-W<Js-nol, it is somctimes difficult to tdl whether 
the phrases are ii-is or il-iJ-nDl, ii_was or it-was
not. 

There is, however, another reason why nt 
is uSed for not after is and was, and that is to 
avoid misrearlin gs in such expressions as he-was
not-lhcrc, or M -wl1s-in-fh l re. Whil e it is true that 
such possibilities of c1ashings are very rare, the 
use of 111 for not is an easy way of preventing 
their occurrence. 

66. Do you authorize using a for able in 
they-are- able, you-are.ablt!? May 
that be considered a n extt!llsion o f the 
be·abla e.'(pedient? I have never 
given it in my classes, but have fre
q uently noted its use by the p late
writers in the magazine. 

Yes ; it may be used with safety. 
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61. Why is the word tuition written with the 
diphthong instead of with the 00 sign? 

In the endi ngs ui/ian and ualion we prefer 
to usc the stronger vowel and omit the minor 
in accordance with the instruct ions given in the 
Man\JUL Hence the form!'l given for luilion, 
extmutltion, and aumuation (also attenuate), 
insinuation, inJalua/iou, in· the Dictionary. The 
sound of u in luition is that of the d iph
th<mg- although it inclines to QQ. The TIlle 
reads, "t.he circlt: may be omitted in the diph_ 
thong u," but we are, of course, k-es inclined 
to omi t the circle where the diphthong is 
followed by a ~'owel. In wch instances the 
oudine wO{lld not he so definite in form . In 
words like m/(sic, amuse, museum, we omit the 
circle for convenience in writing. 

68. In ,surmount, mountainous, amount, 
why is the omissio n of ow not indio 
cated by a jog, as is done in the case of 
renown, announce, pronounce? 

The blend for 1IIen is sufficien t for moun in 
t he words mentioned; but 3 S there is no blend 
for nen, it is net:essary to indicate the omis!'Iion 
of ow by the jog--oth erwisc the double 11 would 
be read as nI . 

69. Why is the fonn for lawyer written 
Jaw-r, and with an angle? 

The form for lawyer comes tinder the applica_ 
t ion of the rule given in Paragraph 88. You wi!! 
notice that we do not change th e form for the 
root word, law, bu t !'limply add r to it. T his 
makes the form for lawyer absolutely distinct ive, 
because in the words lor~, lou;er, the o-hook is 
placed on its side before r. 
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70. Please explain why thump is written 
contrary to the u sual method. Why 
not the other th, with the vowel? 
Also, how is announce written, and 
why is it so written? 

The Manual will explain th~ outlines fo r both 
thump and announce. The angle between til 
and m in thump indicates the omi~si\m of the 
vowel; thumb and thunder arc l;imi lar instances. 
Announce is compo!':t.:d of two n's joined with a 
jog, the break ill the line indicating' the omission 
of the diphthong; similar forms are renounce, 
denounce, and pronOl(lIC1!. 

71. Why write molten with the blend? Are 
there any cases where it might be. 
used as Jd, thus: m-o-/t ·n? 

\Vc use the blend in molten bt.:{:ause the rule 
given in Paragl'uph 97 applies to Id only. Very 
often it is im portant to disti nguish between It 
and ld-as in mcIJ, milled; Itd/. filled: lei/I, killed: 
built, build. 

72. H ow shall I write the past tense form of 
equal? 

J t may he expn.:sscd by raising the end of I. 
but as two rcverse curves of different lengt.h occur 
in succession in the word, most writers prefer to 
use the disjoined dash. 

73. The outHne for Edmonton, given in 
Speed Studies, page 271. seems con
trary to the rule in the Manual. Why 
should not the d be omitted? 

As there is no contt:xt to proper names, it is 
generally advisable to write them fully. In the 
case of states and well-known cities, abbrcvia-
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t ion is pos~ ib l e. as: Mass for Massachusetts. 
Neb for Ncllra!lka, NCfJ (or Nevada, M()nl for 
Montana, Phila for Philadel phia, W(lJh for 
Washington , BlIf for Buffalo. etc. As you are a 
Canmiian, you cou ld safely urnit the d in J-:Jmon
ton , and thu~ obtain a vcry facile ou tline for the 
name of that important city in the great Canadian 
northwe!lt. 

74. In the D ictionary, soft is written in full. 
ls it possible t o drop the t at the end? 

Y <:1>.; t here lne a few monosyllablcs in wh ich 
the f is retained for the sake of ahl>ohlte clearness : 
least (to d istinguish from Itss); casJ (to distinguish 
from case); feast ( to disti llb'1.lish from .prsJ); fast 
(to di~tillgui!'lh fl"Om /tlce); vast (to distingui~h 
(rom MJc)j pas/( (to d lStinguillh from pas.r). The 
form so! seems sutllcien t for soft, but liS it is not a 
common word, we have been in the habit of 
writi ng it in ful l. 

75. Please explain when the p refi X" form is 
u sed for pez, pur, and where the 
reversing principle applies. 

Per and pur are expressed by the blend pr, 
except before I and d , where the reversing prin
cip le is al2plied. The application of the rc
ver!ling prmciple yields more facile forms in 
words like pa-turb, perlain. perdi/ ioJl , pertinacity. 

In this connection it is well to note that pro 
is expr·essed by the blend except before kl t andd, 
when it is mure com'enicnt to insert t le hook 
as in procrastination, pr()cure, pro/cst, produu. 
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76. D oes pr express pre as well as per, pro? 
For convenience the circle is omitted in pre. 

sume and its derivatives. In all other words pre 
is written in full . 

77. I want to ask some questions about the 
prefix r eo The general rule which my 
teacher gave me was to omit the e 
before downward characters and retain 
it before horizontal and upward charac
t ers, as in rebate, rewrite, retail. So 
far, so good. But I have been unable 
to note any uniformity in the case of 
downward characters. At one time 
I thought I had discovered the rule 
that where the e is long it is omitted, 
and where it is short it is retained. as in 
resolve (omit ted); resolu tion (in
serted); reside (omitted); residence 
(inserted); resign (omitted); resigna
tion ( inserted) ; relloke (omitted) ; 
revocation (inserted); recite (omit 
ted); recitation (inserted); but I find 
that in the following words, which are 
given in the Shorthand Dictionary, the 
e is omitted: reserve, reservation, 
repair, reparation, revolt, revolu
tion, report, reportorial, reform, 
reformation, re fute. relutatJ'on. also 
refu4e, reprehend, reprimand, reg
i ster, respite, reptile. 

Would it not be better to omit the e 
in all cases, or else retain it in al1 
cases where the e is short? 

If you will examine the forms for the words 
in which the short e is omitted (contrary to the 
1:enerai rule) you will notice that this is done: 
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in the case of forms that would be awkward 
to write if rhe circle were inserted. Take, for 
example, the word rnervali()n. The circle must 
be written between J and tI to express serv, and 
to insert a circle in re, thus having two circles 
with so small a character as J between them
especially where a change of direction in joining 
the strokes is necessary- would yield an outline 
that could not be executed with facility, 

In words beginning with ref, rou, rejuge, refuta
ti()n, yet'o/ulian, etc.-thcn~ is a natural inclina
tion to omit the vowel, whether it be long or 
short, as an easier joining is secured by so doing. 
(Revolution is, of course, a special form given in 
the Short Vocabulary a t the end of the Manual). 
'\Ie also prefer to omit the vowd in joining repr, 
whether It be long or short, for the sake of greater 
clearness in rapid writjn~. In the case of deri\'a
tives of wordsigns, as In the word. reportorial, 
we naturally usc:: the same form as in the primi
tive word . In words composed of the syllable 
re and a suffix, as in rcpUlaJiQn, request, requisite, 
we use r for reo 

78. I am very doubtful about tbe rute which 
says, "Between t, d, £, v, and straight 
strokes, omit the vowel. H For instance, 
bait, abate, written with the vowel
but apart written without the vowel. 

You have not s tated the rule correctly. It 
reads: "A circle \'owel is o fte n omitted between 
p, b, and a horizontal or upward character." 
Nothing is said about!, ", because whenJ, D, are 
followed by n, m (horizontal characters) or t, d, 
(upward characters) it is easier to insert the vowel 
than it is when these letters follow p, b. Compare 
fit and pit, fin and pin, written in full, and you 
will sec what we mean. 
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The vowd is inserted in the words you men~ 
tioned, with the exception of apart, as you will 
see by referring to the Shorthand Dictionary. 
In aport we simply added the initial \'owd to the 
wordsign form for parI. This word does not 
properly come under the rule to which yOll 
referred. 

Note the use of the word ojfen in the rule, 
which indicates that it is llot oLligatory to om it 
the vowels in these joinings. T hese rules ate 
merely suggestive. The follo\Vin~ explanation 
may assist you in the application of the rule : 

We do not omit the ,'owe! in words of two 
strokes, such as piJl, pm, pit, pet, bit, bid, pink, 
pith, pot, bat> bath. (The word bad is an excep
tion, and might be regarded as a wordsign for that 
rea;lon) . 

'''hen another letter, either consonant or 
vowel, is added to the two strokes, the vowel 
may be omitted because there is t hen enough 
body to the outline to identify it d early. Ex. 
amples: pily. pithy, pencil, pmance, penchant. 
pinion, pjnnacle, petu/lmce, pathetic, pathos, path~ 
w(J),> bed/mil, bedroom. 

\Vhen there are exceptions it is usually for the 
purpose of distinction betwcen forms; tlms. 
as the vowel in plmch I:> omitted under a definite 
rule, we insert t he vowel in pinch . 

79. Why isn't unjus t written with the initial 
vowel. according to (b) in P aragraph 
l03? 

See section (a) of P aragraph 103. The prefix 
form for un is used when a consonant follows tm. 

The prefixes em, im, en, ill, un are expressed by 
the letters m and n when followed by a consonant, 
whether the word is positive or negative. When 
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a vowel follows the prefix, the initial vowel is 
re tained , 

It is not necessary, however, to insert the 
initial vowel when it precedes :l wordsi~n (or 
derivative of :l wordsign) or a word beglnning 
with tv. as in. the words unacquainud, unaccept
able. u1/Icsual, unworthy, unwise, unworldly. 

80. In words beginning with conn, oomm, 
why is the second n or m not omitted? 

The forms are rendered more legible by illsert_ 
ing the second letter. The word commof jon , 
written without the m, might be read as caution; 
commission without the m stroke would have a 
form similar t.o ca.rh-except for the size of the 
circle-and it is evident that these words wou ld 
dash in t ranscription; connatt-to give an illus_ 
tration with conn-might be read coat. 

In the words connect (and its derivatives) and 
commiuet, thesecolld letter mny be omitted safely. 

81. Why is it that the initial vowel is not 
inserted in the words uno.ccomplished 
and unaccounted, according to rule. 

The explanation is that un(J(c()m and unacclJun 
are t reated as compound prdi xe~, the inte"vening 
G being d isregard ed . You will note that the 
res triction explaint.:d in P ar. 143 doe~ not apply 
to the compound prefixt~s ; witness the outlines 
for inexperienced, unimportant, IminiJioJed, etc. 

82 . Does the rule for inserting the initial 
vowel in negative words apply only to 
words which would otherwise require 
the doubl ing of the consonants n or m? 

No; it applies also to words which do not 
require the doubling of the consonant. Exam ples: 
inaction, enac t, inept, imagine, initial, immerge. 
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83. Why reverse the s in s ubway? 
Tht: rvIanual says, «Bl;'"furt: r, I , en,i,or a hook,.f 

is written contrary to rule to express sub." The 
purpose of this is to render the form for sub dis~ 
tillctive. If the comma~s were used, .fw,.,y and 
subway would be represented by the same form; 
therefore the other.f is used for sub for the purpose 
of making a clear distinction between the words. 
So, too, in subordinate the use of the left s d is~ 
tinguishcs that word from sadden; and sublime 
is distinguisho;d from sly (if ahbrt'viated to .fubli; 
Dr from ilime, i f written in ful l) by the writing 
of the s for sub "contrar y to the rule." 

84. Why not il').clude the prefix can with com, 
con? Why limit it to t a.nd d? 

The limitation is made because confusion 
would arise from the general use of k to express 
all three sounds. For example, there would be 
no means of making a distinction between eancel 
and counsd. 

85. I would appreciate it if you would teU me 
the rule under which sub altern is 
written. The sub seems to be contra~ 
dietory to the Manual rule. 

The footnote to the rult: stutes: "When sub 
is followed b y a circle vowel, s is disjoined and the 
next character is placed dose to it." In sub
altern, sub is followed by a hook vowel- not a 
circle vowel. The first part of the form for 
subaltern is a compound Joined prefix composed 
of sub and ul. 

86. When do you use k in the word electric? 
Why not abandon the k entirely? 

T he prefix form for electric is used in aU cases 
where the word is followed by another word ; 
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that is to say, in ninety-nine cases out of one 
hundred. But there are instances where it does 
occur alone, as " The effect was electric." There 
is a growin~ tendency among authors towards 
omitting al In geometrical, e1eclrica/~ and similar 
words. 
87. When do you write the blend for tive, 

and when just v? 
We write the olend when the syllable is live; 

when it is iile, we write v. If the fo rm for the 
root word incluucs the t as in Juggest, the letter D 
is added to form the derivative. O ther elCampies 
are: effective, attraclirJe, comlruetirJe, dneel/ut, 
connective. 

88. I notice that in the word ins tinctive, the 
v is disjoined for five. What is the rule 
or reason for this? 

Where the last consuna.nt of a root word is not 
written, we disjoin the letter or letters which are 
added to form a derivative. For example, in 
resper/jlJe we write the wurdsigll £01'ln res , for 
rCJpecl, and then for rnpeclive we place the dis
joint:<! v d ose to the last conson ant given. In the 
roo.t words dislinct and instinct the t is omitted; 
therefore, in forming the derivatives diJtinCliue 
and imtinctjve, the tJ is disjoined. It would be 
possible, in practical writing, to join the u (as is 
done in (onstrucrh'e, instructiue, destructir;c) but 
as the joining in diJlincti vc and inJlinctir;e is an 
awkward one, it is better to disjoin. 

89. Why should the word redistribution be 
written with the sh in the Gregg 
D ictionary, and without it in the 
Manual? 

When the word redistribution occurs alone, it 
is necessary to add the Jhun to distinguish it from 
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redistribute. T his, of course, would not be neces-. 
sary in connected matter. This will explain why, 
in the list of words gi v<;;n in the Dictionary, redis. 
tribution is distinguished by the shun sign from 
the word redistribute, which precedes it. 

90. I have been wondering why you do not 
apply the tr principle to as tra, astri, 
astra. Would it not be logical and 
useful? 

Originall y the Ir principle was confined to 
j oined prefixes ; thus (on disjoined expressed (ontra, 
ex expressed extra, in expressed inlro (enler, 
inter), de express-cd delra, dis expresscd dis/ra, 
(on . expressed cons/ra, ins exprcss~d instru, res 
expressed res/ra. 

The firr;t ex tension of it was to disjoin 01 for 
aitt'r and III for ultra. 

More th an twenty years ago several writers 
and tcachers began to extend the principle to 
letters as well as prefixes. Almos t the firs t to do 
so was Mr. H, W. Dawson, of Akamn, N cw Zea. 
land, who began with diSjoining aus to express 
Austra in Australia, A ustralian, Australasia, etc., 
which, of COUl'se, was adopted very generally by 
writers of the system in Australia and N ew 
Zealand. \Vith this s tart, Mr. Dawson sent 
us long lists of possible a pplications of the prin4 
ciple to almost every le tter. 

The brevity of the forms-that is, brevity to the 
eye--was qll!te apparent, but as the application 
of the pri nciple, in man y instances, was neces· 
sarily confi ned to sm all dasses of infrequent 
words, the saving effected was outweighed by 
the lifting of the pen and the memory burden 
imposed, especially in the case of words of rare 
occurrence. 
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In the February, 1916, issue of the Gregg 
Writer we published an article entitled "The 
Extension of the "TR" Principle in Gregg 
Shorthand," in which the principle was extended 
to (1) matri, mater, malra; (2) nutri, nutro; (3) 
laler, letter, liter; (4) nutra, nUlri; (5) nitra, nitro; 
(6) altstra, austri, ostri, astra; (7) petro, petri; (8) 
patri, patre, patro, pater, 

In explaining the reasons for the extension, 
we said: 

"In extending the principle of disjunction to 
indicate prefixes, affixes, or certain letters, there 
are eertam fundamental considerations to be kept 
in mind: 

First. The lifting of the pen in making the dis
junction is equivalent 10 a pen stroke. This is 
axiomatic with shorthand experts and shorthand 
instructol's, and it is so obvious that it does not 
require disellssion. 

Second. The placing of the characters in their 
relative positions to each other, the prefix above 
and the rest of the word beneath, involves greater 
care in execution and consequently a loss of 
momentum. It is trlle that the loss is very 
slight, but it is perceptible. 

TIJird. There is !¢reater mental effort in recall
ing special abbreViations of any kind than there 
is in purely alphabetic writing. It is because 
Gregg Shorthand is written so very largely from 
tlw alpbabet that writers of it can deal so easily 
and promptly with new and unfamiliar words, 
as compared with writers of other systems which 
have supplementary alphabets and alternative 
forms for letters. It is very largely because of 
the simplicity of the menIal action secured by the 
predominance of purdy alphabetic writing in 
Gregg Shorthand that its writers have been able 
to establish new world's records in combined 
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speed and accuracy on difficult solid matter in 
competition with writers of the older systems 
who had vastly greater experience. 

From these fundamental considerations it fol
lows that a disjunction is not desirable unless 
there is a substantial gain in brevity of form 
or case of execution; and that to be of value the 
gain must apply to a considerahle number of 
words. Manifestly it would be a great detri ment 
to the attainment of speed to amplify the dis
junctions for the purpose of gaining shorrer forms 
for small classes of words, because the increased 
care in writing, and the effort in recalling the 
special contractions, wou ld more than offset 
the apparen t gain in brev ity of form. 

There is just one consideration that would 
justify a departure from this rule and that is 
where the contractions are under a gcneral rule 
and are consequently easily recalled and applied 
on account of the analo~y to other forms coming 
under the same rule. rhis explains why such 
prefixes as dctra are included in the fourteenth 
lesson. A glance at the following lines will 
illustrate how the principle of analogy runs 
through all of them: Contract, constmct, ex
tract, extricate, intricate, instruct, retract, re
strict, detract, di~tric t, electric. 

After lon~ and earnest consideration and 
experimentatlOll, we have decided that the follow
ing additions to the method of expressing tr are 
advisable, under the principle of analogy, although 
the contractions do not apply to large classes of 
words. (The list s;iven earlier in the article 
followed-matri, etc.1 

The time lost in lifting the pen and the burden 
of memorizing the contractions in the few appliea-
tions to words of infrequen t occurrence whieh 
would come under astra, etC., and other exten-
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sions th at have been suggested, far ou tweigh 
any advantages to he gained. 

To be perfectly frank about it, close observa. 
tion of t he working of the extensions of the prin
ciple made in 1916, in the work of expert writers 
as well as students, CO li vi nce!> us tha t our origi nal 
views were c(.rree t, amI. that the exte nsions which 
were made on accoun t of the pressure pu t upon 
us by a few writer.> a nd teachers who were fasci
nated by th(,! eye-brevi r.y o f the forms were not 
advantageous to the system. Fortunat.ely they 
apply to a somewhat unusual c1nss o f words, 
a nd do not requ ire much. memnry work on account 
of their coming under a geneml prin(,:jpte. Hut 
if we were now tcaching the system and wanted 
to get th e. best results in t he shortest possible 
time, we should discard all the cl.:tensions of the 
tr principle made in th e last edition. If they 
appellr in the next editinn, they will do so in an 
Appendix, a!l being pLlrely optional. 

91. What class of words is governed by the 
principles which teach that words end
ing in ct and their d erivatives drop 
the final t and do not need to disjoin 
in adding or, ive, etc. The Dictionary 
gives ejector with the tr, director 
wit h the disjoined r. and con tractor 
with the joined k r . All t hree words 
end in ct, followed by or, but each 
has a different outline. 

T he principle is of general a.pplication. As it is 
difficul t to disti nguish three curves in opposi te 
directions, as rkr, the r is di.-;joined for or after 
the wordsign din~cJ. In the word elulor and in 
a few other words the I ma y be inserted or 
omitted at the discretion of t he wri ter. As the 
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word dec/or is not a common word , some young 
students might find it a little difficult to read it 
withou t the I, although advanccd wri ters would 
have no trouble with it, 

92 . Will you please t ell me why the word 
ulterior is r.ot writ ten with the ultra 
prefix, when in ter ior is writ ten with 
the in tra prefix? 

If you will refel' to the Manu,ll you will see 
that in/I'a also expresses inter, hu t that ultra 
does not express ulter. T he l1n::fix inter call be 
used in many word:;, while u fer occurs only in 
ulteri()r, and it is obviously not worth while to 
extend the prefix form to one word, 

93. In adopt ing the new prefix form, g for 
grand, may we use the prefix form for 
the word grand, as is done in the case 
of other prefixes. and t hus form a 
clearer distinction between grand and 
grant? 

Yes. 

94. As I understan!=i the disjoined prefixes. the 
vowel is underslood between the prefix 
and t he next consonant. The Manual 
gives m agnet without an e circle, 
but Speed Studi~s and the Gregg 
Writer write magnate with the a 
ci rcle. 

In magnate and a few other words it is neces
sary to insert the circle to make a di sti nction 
between the forms- in t he same wl\y as we inser t 
the eircle in considcrflle andJtll!Oritt to dist inguish 
them from the forms for cQ1ISidered a"J10 jarx;rd. 
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95 . Is it not really an error when decla, ship, 
itication, ulate, etc" are not joined 
when they should be. according to the 
Manual? 

I t is necessary to show the deri ~'ation of declo. 
The present edition of the Manunl brings tlte 
j oined form fiO dost: to the original form that the 
s tudent docs not get in the habit of using the dis_ 
joilled sign before learning th at it ca n lJe joined. 
At the same time the deri vation of the form is 
made clear to him. 

In the case of ship, the suffix form cannot 
be joined ill all wQrds. It il> disjoined in such 
words as worsldp, warship (after a vowel), and in 
words like apprmliculljp (after the omission of 
some letters of the word). 

it is not possible tn join ijica/ion or ulale in 
aU the words with these tcrm1l1:ttiolls. They are 
joined where it is po~~ib lc to sc::cure distinctive 
forms. 

96. Misunderstood, h e undertakes, you 
understand, I do not unders tand, 
definite understanding, I undeTR 
took . Please give me the correct 
posit ions with rela t ion to the line for 
these words. 

We have found that there i:;; considerable mig... 
understanding with regard to the placing of 
these phrases. Many ~'rjtcfs think it is neces
sary to p lace the prOIl(Jun-or whatever word 
pre<:eucs .the verb-ulIdErIta'ld-or misulld~'sltmd 
- above the li ne. That is incorre<:t. oc.-eause 
placing it above the line would give it the sig_ 
nificance of a d isjoined prefix. It is the outline 
siand. s/ood, or slalldinx.. which. expresses the ex
pedient by being placed below t he pronoun or 
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other preceding word. Note that this expedient 
npplics onl y to the verbs zmdersland and misun
derstand, and not to the verb undertake. 

97. Should the disjoined prefix: dec/a be 
written on the line? 

AU disj oi n(.:d pl'efixes are placed in the prefixal 
position. It would not make an y difference in 
pract ice, JlOWe\'Ct, to write: dec/a on t he: line:, as 
the: joining is ab!>olutely di!>tincti ve. 

98. I am writing to ask you why anti-e is 
WTitten with a large circle and aAllra-e 
with a large loop. 

J ust to dist inguish th em. It may help you in 
)'YlCmOri7.i ng the!>e prenx (arms to note that in 
writing ag the sign for a naturatly assum es the 
form of a loop, while in wri ting an it j ust as natur
ally aS$\lmes the form of it circle:. 

99. Please state how to distinguish bet ween 
inters tate and intra-s ta te , nitrate 
and nltrite. 

The d i!>tinct ions between these words are 
made as fo!ln ws : IJ is added to the in/,.- dis
Joine:d prefix (orm in illlt'lI_slate; ami in ni!rift' he 
IS wri tten in full after the prdix form. 

100. May the prefix form be used for self when 
standing alone, as is done in the ease o f 
over, under, extra, etc.? 

The prefi x form-the (Inti-clock S above the 
line-is used for th e word self. 
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101. Do we use the same form for antedate 
and alltidote? 

No; it is better to disti nguish between these 
words by writing antidote in full. 

102. Why is my written with the broken 
circle in myself? 

As stat,ed in the l\-1anllaJ, the indentat ion of the 
circle may be omitted in many words of frequent 
occurrence, such as my, might, life, livdy. In 
the word mysr:/f, in wh ich the suffix self is used, 
it is desirable to show the diphthong clearly; 
otherwise the form might be read as ma!!. 

103. Since p ractically all words ending in 
cribe have an 8 preceding the suffix, 
why is s not included in the suffix, 
making it scribe? 

I n the early editions we had a cllapter called 
" Analogical Abbreviations," in which scrib~ 
was included, expres~ed by skr. We receiv~ 
SO many letters asking us why the s Wa.<I turned 
one way in ascribe and the other way in describe, 
etc., that we decided to reduce our mail by 
changing the termination to cribe. Perhaps it 
would h ave been better to have Ict it remain in 
the old way. 

104. I am writing to find out what you adv ise 
as the best way to express the suffix 
ness when joined to such words as thin 
and m ean. 

Just ndd the n for ness, making a "jog" be_ 
tween characters. For i!lustrations of the jog 
see the scrtion of Sperd Studies (page 128) de~ 
voted to "The 'Jog: " 
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105. In the Manual, why is f1 written with an 
angle in conflict and confliction and 
without an a ngle in inflict and i nflic 
tion? 

Where IliTee curves join in succession, it is 
desirahle to have an angle after Qne of them. 
In words beginning with comp or comb (as in 
compel, combine) the angle is made after (om; 
in words heginning wi th (1)4. CfJUrJ, tile angle is 
mad: aft: f f 0\" fJ. If roU will ~\,ti tc compel and 
conjbct without an angle, you wI ll sO(: tha t there 
would he practically no di ft"crcnce .bctween t he 
forms ; hence the need nf the angle In each case. 
In words like inflict, reflut, t.he angle before thef 
renders it unnecessary to huve an angle after it. 

106. Why do we not employ the del blend in 
the word deflect? 

We prec;ervc the angle after the d in order to 
show clearly t.he affix fleet. 0(11./ is the: form for 
dc'.'i:lop. 

107. H ow do you indicate the joined suffix after 
a vowel in words like happiness and 
merciful? 

The following fMms show how this is done: 

Kq: Happi nc~s , laziness, greasiness, s:\uci~ 
ness, fanciful, mereiful, cheerful, pitiful , pitiless, 
cheerless. 
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108. I have found some words ending in Lllent 
preceded by a vowel, such as the word 
payment, where the ment is indi~ 
cated by the suffix instead of writing it 
out a9 is done in cement. raiment, 
lament, foment. I wonder if very 
common words are an exception to the 
rule? 

1t is unncccssan ' to write plI)'m~nl, moment, 
ontamclII, in fvll tx:~·.'l u~e the)' are comnlon words 
with di~tinctivc {(')fms. There are no words 
with which momen' (m-O-m), or orntmunt 
(O-r-Il.;l-lll) cotlJd clmih. and it is not likely that 
pa)'ment wOlllrl clm;:h with the only other word 
the form could possibly represen t-palm. The 
other words mcn tion(..'(l arc ;Ill infrequent, and 
therefore it is advisahle to d istinguish them 
clearl ~r (rolJl seem, ram, ftmu, foam. by writing 
menl in full. 

109. If the b for fble is joined in visible and 
reversible, why is it not joined in 
considerable? The b is joined to the 
wordsign in acceptable so it cannot 
be because it is a wordsign, and the 
s is not the last letter of the word. 

] n theol"}', the deri vativc!; of wordsigns are dis
joined \lnl~ss the last C\)llSOnant of the wordsign is 
given, as in sOGm:r,lo71gtr, rt:acher,jir11lI!r,jormer, 
charger, In practice, the letters form ing the 
deri.;ativl's '!ore joined when the form i ~ distinc_ 
ti ve arid the joini ns: fad le. A!; visible and rever
sibil! arc not wordslglls. the b (or ible is not dis_ 
j oined. In acceptable t.he sharp an~e rendcr"s the 
form hoth distinctive and facile ; In (fimir/crllble 
the angle is not sharp before the b, and the form 
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would therefore be nei th er distinctive nor facile; 
hence we prefer to disj oin. 

110. The terminat ion sure is written shoo in 
surtt, aSSUItt, measure, trttasure, 
leis ure, cen s ure, pressure. Then 
why is the hook omitted from 
pleasure? 

Simply becau~e it is a very common word, 
and plesh could nut represent nnythin g but 
plea.rure. In a fl:w phrase form s it is pos_ 
si ble to reduce it to the ldtcr P. as in great
pleasure. 

111. This lette r is to find out if the fo rm for the 
word qualificat£on, as given in the 
Manual, is correct. Since there are 
other outlines in the same exercise 
that use wordsigns for the fore-part of 
the word, it would seem improper to 
change the worosign ku for quality 
to ko. P lease advise as to correctness 
of this. 

The form gi tren In the Man ual i ~ correct. If 
you add the suffi x sign for ijictllioll to quality, 
),ou would ha\'e quality-ificafion- not quali}ica
lion. That would never do! 

The original fOl'm for qualifica t ion wa~ k-w-O-l_ 
ijicalioll-rhe dash being used for w. Then, on 
account of the analogy be twt tn (al! (kaw) and 
qual, t he I was dropped, but t he w-dash was used 
tu mark the diffcn:nce in sound between wll and 
qual; finally the w-da:;h was dropped, as the 
addition of the su ffix ification made the form 
absolutely distin ctive. 
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112. Why is friend ship written with ship 
joined, and leadership with ship dis
joined? 

The ~ffix ship may be joined with perfect 
safety after consonants, but not after vowels. 
I t can be joined in words likeJrimdship, hardship, 
workmanship, authorship, sleamship, fowmhi; , 
&/er/uhip, but not in words like warship, worshtp, 
leadership. 

113. Why is it that itic in t he word critic 
cannot be joined as is done in the case 
of the loop iticaJ? 

There is no reason why ilic cannot be )oincd 
by the advanced writer. The joining IS not 
quit.e as distinct as the joinin!! of the loop, but it 
is entirely practical>le. If Joined. the motion 
should be the same: as in wnting 0 ill longhand. 

114. Can write-us be phrased by adding the 
s for us? 

Yes. See page 136 of the Manual. Note 
that ·the comma s is used in exprt:$Sing us in this 
phrase. and al:;o in lei-US, t:,· ;re-us. 

115. I n connected words, when is the inverted 
curve used , and when is t he hyphen? 

Two ~hort dashes, ~truck upward, are used to 
show the rt:l ation hetween hyphenated words, 
such a:; good-will, re-asscrt, re-edit, n-addr(sJ . I t 
would be d ifficult to join these forms legibly 
and easily. Where a series of vowel sounds 
occur, as in the illustrations given in Paragraph 
) 63 of the Manual, the little curve is .written 
underneath to show the connection. Such words 
aTe cxceedingly rare. 
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116. If a short i and e are distinguished by 
placing a dot under a circle (first lesson 
in the Manual) why cannot ellligrate 
be distinguished from illlllligrate by 
the dot under the e, instead of placing 
the little curve under the i? 

The distinction could be made in that wav in 
999 cases out of a thousand; but if you 'had 
occasion to take down a letter or speech in which 
the words emiy,rale, emigration, occurred over 
and over again, and then suddenly the words 
immigrate, immigration, occurred, you would 
realize the necessity for distinction-and there 
would be no time to go back and place the dot 
under the words emigrate, emigration, previously 
used. Hence the necessity for having a positive 
method of distinction in such an emergency. 
Similarly, if you were writing about "election 
returns," being familiar \vith the wordsign for 
return you ,vo\lld write the form without thinking 
of p\ltting a dot underneath to mark the short e 
sound. Then suddenly the word writs might 
occur and you would realize the necd for dis
tinction-and the little curve would come in 
handy. It is an emergency expedient-very 
rarely needed, which explains why it is not given 
in the early stages of the work. 

117. Why is it that in the magazine plates
especially in the business letters-the 
small longhand letters are frequently 
used for initials, instead of the short
hand letters? 

Roth practices arc followed in the plates so as to 
illustrate both expedients. Stenographers doing 
commercial work find the longhand mitials con
venient in helping to locate dictated letters when 
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they are called upun abruptly to refer back to 
thel r n()[ebooks for the onginal notes-l>ecause 
of some slip-up in t he filing dt:panment, for 
example. The longhand leu er!! s ta nd Out plain ly 
from the shorthand matter and mark dearly the 
beginning o f a new letter. The small longhand 
letters can be wri tten very rapidly; the capitals 
should not be used in this connection at al l. 

However, where the stenographer has fonned 
the good habit of leaving :1 well-defined srace be.
tween l etters~ and of writin~ his shortham initials 
carefully wi t h regard to s !Z(~, there is no reason 
wh y he shou ld not stick to the shorthand alphabet. 

118. What is the explanation of the form for 
behold, given in the Short Vocabu· 
lary? Why not write uphold the same 
way? 

The form for bdH'!1d is intended to distinguish 
tha t word from b()ld. There ii'l no word with 
which uphold would be confused. 

119. Why are the wocds Democrat and Demo
cratic not written like plutocrat , 
plutocratic and autocrat, auto
cratic? I could und erstand the out· 
Jine for these words if it were given as 
a wordsign, but it does not seem to me 
to be written according to theory. 

Many of the words in the Short Vocabulary 
a t the end of the Manual arc special contractioni'l, 
and should be memoriu.:d. They are words 
which occur frequently and are, therefore, given 
special forms. The words autacral a.nd pluIlJcraJ 
are much less frequent than Democrat and 
Democratic, and therefore are written with fuller 
outlines. 
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120. In writing the word Connecticut in 
longhand, the abbreviation used is 
Conn. , but in shorthand the abbrevia
tion Ct . is writ ten. In writing Maine 
in 10nghand the abbreviation is Me., 
but in shorthand it is written in full. 
Why is this? 

In the word conflict t here is an 
angle between f and J, but in the 
word inflict there is no angle. H ow 
do you account for this? 

The shorthand character for It is used for the 
abbreviation of the word KanMs, hence it could 
not be used for Co"n_. and since 0. is one of the 
abbreviations for Connuticttl, the shorthand for 
this abbreviation was adopted . thus dist inguish
ing from the ou tline fOf KamQs. Since the word 
Maine is written in full in longhand q\jite as 
often as the abbrev iated fo rm M e.) and smce the 
full shorthand outline is practicall y as Quickly 
written as the a bbreviated form. and is bcile 
and legible, it has been adopted a.~ the preferred 
form fOf the word Maine. 

\Vhere th ree cur ve~ occur in succession, 
one of which is in a different direction from the 
others, it is necessa.ry to have an angle for the 
sa ke of c1earnes::; . In ref/ect there is an angle 
between r and Ii t herefore there is no need of 
a n angle between I and I; in conflict there is no 
angle between ton and f; t hendore there is an 
angle after 1- Under the same principle, in 
compel, we always make an angle after com,. 
otherwise compel and conf/ici would have a dose 
resemblance. 

121. I notice that the ending narli is dropped 
in benj~nant and repugn ant. Does 
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this apply to other words ending in 
ignant, ugnant, etc.? 

Yes. The following are useful examples: 
benignant, repugnant, indignant, malignant. 

122. What is the reason for writing COlTlpany 
and accolTlplish without an angle, and 
cOlTlplete, cOlTlpiain with the angle? 

The words mentioned are all wordsigns or 
prefixal abbreviations. In wordsigns or special 
abbreviations the rules for joining ordinary word 
forms are not always applied. An angle is made 
in camplde, complail/, to distinguish tllem from 
campan)" keep, I' ust as an angle is made in vowel 
to distinguish rom ['alue. Another illustration 
of a chamcter being written contmry to rule in 
forming a wordsigll is that of s in cause, because,~ 
the s heing written as it would be if the words 
were written infuil. 

123. The words admire and aspire are written 
with the diphthong; why, then, do you 
write adlTliration and aspiration 
with the small circle? Would it not 
be sufficient to add the shun to the 
primitive forms? 

As shorthand is written phonetically, it IS 

necessary to use the small circle (short i) In 
admiration and aspiratilJtl. 

124. The word quality is written koo. Is 
this to distinguish it from call? 
Surely it is not based on sound. 

No; that was not the reason, although it is a 
useful distinction between the words. Originally 
quality was written kw-o-l (the hook w, as the 
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dash had not been introduced at that time); 
then the I was omitted ; and a li ttle later the 0 

was dropped. Quite a process of evolution! 

125. I would like to ask about wordsigns and 
different words that sound alike. such 
as reel-real. cour,se-coar se, so.me
su.m. Our teacher says that where 
one of the two is given in t he textbook. 
as reel in the first lesson, it is incorrect 
to write it as a wordsigri, but in words 
like so.me-sum, which are both given 
as worcisigns, the same fonn can be 
used, and in these cases only. Since 
other words that sound alike are 
written alike, why are wordsigns and 
words that sound like them not given 
as wordsigns? 

In the words somc-Jum. the vowel is omitted 
under the rule given in Paragraph 89. The 
words S011lC and sum. arc sounded alike and 
wrinen alike. As some is a common word, the 
form for it is introduced in the curly lessons 
in order that the word may bt used in writing 
connected matter. 

The words reel and real are not sounded alike, 
and the fOl'mer is written in full. The word reel 
is not a common word. aI1d little would be gained 
by adopting the contracted form for it. 

The same form coo ld be used for course and 
coarse, but here again little would be gained 
by adopting an abbrcviated form for a word like 
coarse, which is vcry infrequent. The adoption 
of special COlltl'actions for infrequent words 
causes hesitancy both in writing and in reading. 

vVc strongly advise you to follow the plain 
instructions of the textbook in matters of this 
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kind, at least until you have mastered the entire 
theory of the system. There is no surer way to 
delay progress in the study of the art than to 
spend time pondering on what might possibly 
be done in the way of extending the use of abbre
viating forms to words other than those given 
in the lists. Do you know the real secret of rapid 
progress in shorthand r I t is this: to practice 
diligently writing the forms as rapidly as you 
can make them with accuracy,- and then devote 
as much or more time to reading them in this 
manner; first, read the forms as quickly as you 
can in the order in which they were written-' 
if you hesitate on any form, go back to the 
beginning and start again un til you can read 
all of them without hesitancy; second, start at 
the end and read them backward, that is, in 
reverse order-in the same way; third, read 
them down in columns. 

This means a lot of work, you say. It does, 
but it is interesting work if you have the right 
attitude of mind towards it-and it is the surest 
way to gain excellence in shorthand writing in 
the briefest space of time. Through repeated 
reading the forms become photographed, as it 
were, on your brain and will come to your pen 
point more quickly in writing from dictation. 

126. Some of our teachers have had an argu
ment about writing the word interests. 
One says, that the second s is placed 
on the line of writing; another thinks 
that as it is a plural word the first s 
should go on the line and the second 
below. Which is correct? 

The second is correct. The s in the word 
intcrest rests on the line ; when the plural is 
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formed, just a.dd the s-formi ng an angle In 

doing so, in accordance with the rule. 

127. In writing the words we and way, I am 
in the habit of writing them thus 
(with the lower part of e and a resting 
on the line). Another teacher writes 
them with the hook resting on the line 
and the loop for e and a below. Which 
is correct? 

This is a point on which there has been con
siderable difference of opinion in the past. For 
practical reasons we' prefer the hook on the line 
and the loop beneath. When this is done there 
is less likelihood of confusion with see, say, etc., 
when the forms are carelessly written by students. 

128. Will you please explain "the line of 
writing" when ruled or lined paper is 
used? Also please explain what should 
rest on the line of writing when two 
s's follow each other, as in the word 
sees or the word saT.lsaAe. 

The line of writing is the ruk'<l line, or slightly 
above it, 3 S you rna}' p refer. With unruled 
paper there is an imagih<lrr line of writing, just 
as there is in longhand. Students and even 
some teachers magnify the impor tance of this 
rult:. It is merel v intended to from ott' clearness 
and uniformity 'in writing. n sus, sausage, 
and similar words, the second S Tests on the line. 

129. Have you any criticisms to make of the 
shorthand in the inclosed transcription 
exercises. which I am using as exami
nation papers in my classes? 

The examinat.ion i ~ intend ed to cover about 
the first half of the Manu al. '1'his being the 
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case, our first suggestion would be that a ll words 
writ ten with for ms th at are abbrevi ated at a 
later stalle of t he study should be eliminated. 
First imi-lress;ons are lasting. T o jlli lst rate what 
we mean: T he let ter is addressed to M r. Fred 
Brown, Booton, Mass. As ow is omitted in 
Brown (wider a Inter rule) it would he well to 
subst itllte a name l ike ~!ones. Smith, /IJams , etc., 
wllich is not changed afterward!':. As B oston is 
aft erwards abbre viated to EOJ, it would be well to 
substitute Salem , Erie, Lynn, or some other city 
which may be written in full. Oth er words in the 
letter which are written in full. and which are 
abbreviated afterwards, are baggage, deject. It 
would Le an easy matter to subs t itute synonyms 
for these. 

The phrase -.::/lich-mfly -be should be joined 
instead of being written st:paratelr; of-course 
should be omitted, as it is abhreviated ~lfterwards. 

In the second It:t ter , addressed tu 'Read and 
Co., the "Cu." is wri tten CG m p in stead of with k 
under alld, as :1 la ter le...wn shows. It v...auld be 
better to address the letter " Read and Hlake," 
or something of t hat kind . 

In two pl aces you have phrased nOI-be-able. 
The not shoLl ld be joined to the previous word. 
Th is is one of t he ways in whkh we distinguish 
hetween in an d lJol. Always j oin ill-Ihe but do 
not join not-thc when not is the first word of the 
phrase-form. 

130. Is it permissible to add a suffix to a word
sign, and , if so, could innings be 
written by addin g the suffix to the 
wordsign for in? 

It is permissi ble to add a suffix to a wordsign 
to form a derivative of it. Examples of this: 
callings , findings, "cmarkable, truthful, m Ofxllu nl. 
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In writin~ the word inn. you would naturally 
insert the Itl i ~ ial vowel to distinguish it from 
the wordsign for in, and to form innings you 
would merely add the suffix sign. 

131. Will you kindly explain why the vowel a 
is used in the shorthand form for 
p ackage and not in baAllage? 

As both words are used a grea t deal in trans
portation it h a.<; been found desirable to dis
tin~u ish between them very d earl y. Therefort'.:, 
we Insert a in package and omit it in baggage. 

132. Why cannot receip t and receive be 
represented by the same sign? Verb 
and noun are rarely confused in context. 

It is t rue that there would he no confusion 
between receipl and receiw, in most places; but 
there ate a few constructions in which these 
words mar d ash if written alike. Take the 
following sentences) for in stance: "\\'e have 
receipted (received) the bills," "The bills have 
been receipted (received)." 

There are generally good reasons for the dis
tinctions that are made hetween word forms. 
In the earlier editions smt and smd were written 
alike, but we found that it was necessary to dis
tinguish between, say, " I smt chec k" and " I 
send check," etC. For a long t ime both musl 
and most were written ms, and then one day the 
expression, HI mo. .. t (mu!>t?) respectfully decline," 
occurred, and most was changed to mo. The a is 
omitted in operation because in rapid writing 
the form mIght look like oppression in "the 
0r,eration (oppression) of the law," etc. Other 
il ust rations could be given. The diort has been 
to secure absolute exact.ness of form , and to get 
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away from reliance upon the context as much as 
possible. 

133. How do you explain the outlines for the 
words antique, shortly and adher
ence? 

In the word antique we use the disjoined prefix 
form anti; in adhtralCe we use the primitive form 
for adhere and disjoin ns for mee, the disjunction 
being necessary to show that the cirele was 
reversed to express r in the primitive form; in 
shortly we use the short prefix form and the Iy 
affix form. 

134. How would you write the word dielectric? 

This word may he written by combining di 
with the prefix (arm dec/ri, using the ia com
bination and adding the disjoined k. 

135. I learned the system several years ago, 
and at that time the termination ral, 
as in moral, rural, federal, rnerno
iial, was expressed by ra. The New 
Edition and the Dictionary now express 
ral by rl. What is the reason for the 
change? 

The reason for the change was the difficulty 
of expressing the plurals and deriyatives of 
these and similar words clearly. If you will write 
morals, moralize, federals, federalize, memorials, 
memorialize, we believe you will recognize the 
value of the change. 

136. I have always taught my students that the 
system is a phonetic language, all words 
being written by the sound or by the 
letters sounded in each word. I have 
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had thorough drill in phonetics and 
believe I know all the sounds of the 
different letters. One of my classes 
has been taught to call sh "ish," ch, 
"chay," and g, "gay." They will say, 
"R is omitted between ish, chay, 
gay, and 1." Do you approve of 
this? I claim that the sound of sh 
is the sound made in trying to get 
silence-sh-sh-sh!, that ch is the sound 
made by the engine when it starts. I 
base my argument on the following; 
If I3h is ish, then the word dish has 
two sounds of i, or d-i-ish; ch as 
chay used before e, as in cheat, 
would be chay-e-t, instead of ch-e-t; 
g as gay in RaIne would be gay-a-m. 

"Vc baH Iliven this in full because it contains 
a point which seems to give trouble to many 
teachers, Our answer to the question was: 

The difficulty you have with ij"h, dUlY, giO)', 
arises from the fact that yOU did not understand 
that these are merely the phonetic names for 
certain strokes for use in speaking of them. The 
name has nothing whatever to do with the sound. 

Ish is the name of a character which repre
sents the sound of .rh in c;lJh, ship, shall, rush, 
rcli.rlz, etc. ellaY is the name of a character repre
senting the sound of cit in church, chai1', latch, 
fetch, etc. Gay is the name of the character 
representing the sound of g as heard in get, gave, 
begin, rag, rogl/e, etc., as distinguished from the j 
sound of g as heard in geill, edge, etc. 

We usually explain to students that all the 
consonants are slluilarlv named and that it is 
really impossible to sOlind a consonant without 
a vowel in combination with it; thus b is pro-
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nounted be, althnu!!:h it does not represent the 
sound of b-~, ns in bt'atn, bu t simply b, 

A good way to make th is cleat is to point 
ou t t ha t in writi ng isme U-sh-ot)} the vowel is 
not omitted , although 5 /1 is called isll i if it were, 
t he outline would be re:td all ,!Joe. S is called es, 
lJut nc"ertht:le~ we inllert the initi:tl vowel in 
esleem, otherwise the Oil dine would read ns steam. 
We gj"e sylla ble namu to !"Ite blended consonants, 
tw, as ,nl. but in writing IIml, Iml , the vowel 
is not omi tted on that accou nt. M any other 
iHl1 ~ttatjons may he given, 

YOli could, of course, make USI,! of the ill us
trations of the sound denoting si!ellce and the 
sound of a s team engine in explaining the na ture: 
of the sound!> of sll :lnd ch, bu t it shoilid he made 
ab1)ol utdy cle.lr to the studcnts thM ish, Chll)' , 
l.\nd gO)' are merely phonetic namu for the strokes. 

137. W ill you please tell me what rests on the 
lir.e in the words .subsis t and exces
sive? 

I n answering another question 011 this point 
we said: "StudcTlts and even some teachers 
magnify the importance of this r\l le. it is 
merely intcnrted to prnmote c1e:trnt:ss and un i
formity in writing. I n .setJ, .salf.sngt, and similar 
wnrUs, the sc(,.~n<l s rests on the line." 

I n accordance wit.h t hi.'1) the words mentioned
exCtHh,t and JIj/,osi!l-sh(,)l11d he written with 
the ucond.s on the li ne of writing. The practice 
in writing thc!ie words has not been uniform 
in the p3$t, :tnd this statement of t he: mntter will 
im"Ure uniformity. 

138. Is t here any rule about WTiting port in 
words? D o we always omit r? 

At the begirfning of words, we omil r; as in 
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pori, pori", porta/;/c, portage, portend, porlenl, 
p ortfolio) p or'llCQ, etc. (s~e Shorthand Dictionary), 
but at the end of words, we write por; as in 
import, export, lomport, deprn-I. 

139. Why is the word effective written f-k-v, 
and defec tive written with the vowel? 
Why not put the vowel in both or 
leav e it out in both? 

The word effect is expressed by J-k, as a word
sign; therefore, to form the derivative, we simply 
add v: defect is not a wordsign and, therefore, 
is written in full. Incidentall y. the reason why 
difficull-Y is expressed without a vowel is that 
it is desirable to distinguish it from difect, as 
in the sentence "There is a serious defect (diffi_ 
culty) in connection with the scheme." 

140. How may we distinguish b etween the 
second sound of the circle vowel and 
the first sound of the 0 hook vowel? 
I have found that we may often go by 
the spelling o f the word in longhand, 
but in many words, such as wallet, 
wa tch, a nd waffle, that does not hold. 
There seems to be very slight difference 
between the sounds of these two 
vowels in numerous words. 

The best wa r is to drill on words in which a 
is used in ordinary spelling, although the sound 
is short a- such WOrt\!; as walch (wlXh. not woch» 
)'ocht (;'01, not ) ·al). I f you pronounce the 
sounds and compare with the sounds in other 
words) the difference will be recognized immedi
ately. For in stance: ·Yacht. :/-0-1- 01, as in hot) 
not y~-t-al, as in hat. A drill of this kind, given 
whcn students are dealing with w and y, fixes 
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both the correct sound and the correct form 
indelibly in mind. 

141. What are the right outlines for "Your 
order No . 124" and " The number of 
people present?" 

In the wonls numb~r and company we follow 
the practice of longha nd. Where llumb~r is abbre
viated before numerals the abbreviation "No." 
mar be used in shorthand for th e purpose of 
indIcating the abbrc\· jatian. When not followed 
by numerals, the usual form is used. 

In the same way, the word company is written 
lep except where it is part of a title. as in bUllranu 
Co., Smilh & Co., when k is used far Co. 

142. Will you p lease teU me why a backward s 
is used in the ward eschewint? This 
seems to me to violate the rule. 

S very rarely pr<:cedcs ch, j, sn immediately. 
Usually there is an intervening vowel. It is 
unquestionably easier to write the word uchr.(Jing 
in the way ind icated. This is 3. mere t:xpedient 
adopted for practical reasons. The only other 
word in whieh the s would be more convenient 
turned this way is esch~al. To turn the s in this 
way is much more logical than to follow the rule 
in t hese words, for we are alrt:ady accustomed to 
turning the s in this way before ch-owing to 
the influence of the ward signs such and ~xchang~. 
In stlch and exchange the s is turned the reverse 
way to f~ciljtate phrasing, as in in Stich. wilh such, 
in t).:dlangt, ere. 

143. When do you omit the h dot? 
I n the following words : ifapp/, has, heard, 

nOPt, Mar, him, had. Here is a sImple memory 
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code: " Hear! HearJ hope ·has had .hi m happy." 
Try it. 

144. When is n used for than? 
T he uSc of II for r!lan in certain familiar phrases 

was suggested by the ~lurring of tlum in rapid 
speech, a~ better'n, ral/u:r'n, etc. The r~ can be 
used (or tlllm in t.he (ollowi ng phrases: rather_ 
than, kller.lhan, higlier-lhan, /ower-llum, Imxer
than, grefller.rl14n, ntarer·lha,j (llear_Il). 

145. H ow should we write derivatives from 
wordsigns or abbreviated words formed 
by adding eth, sueh as tooth, 
a rr·an~eth. delivereth, considereth, 
deJithteth? 

Simply add etlt to the wordsign by disjoining 
and p lacing it beneath the end of the outline. 
It is not sufficient to writ.e Ih beCH\lSe that millht 
be read itJg.tllt, as in eomidering_the. -

146. Why is the word selec tion written with· 
out the k, when the word 3elect is 
written with the k ? 

You will remember that in the Manl1:tl the 
ending j/tclirm-fiiction is expressed by ji-JllUtI 
as in the words affliction, rejlection. There arc 
a few words cmli ng in leethilt_Nelion, in which, 
by a process of analogy to the foregoing, we 
write I-Jhun for leelion../iction. This is done in 
clution (given in the Vocabulary), u/f!cJion, co/
lec/ion, dereliction , predilection. 

147. Is there a rule governing t he joining of .9 

between two consonants, one of which 
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demands the comma s and t he other 
the reverse B? For example. what 
governs the joining of s in these 
words : Institute. mistake, notwith
s tanding, re«Oncile, stronAes t, as
sassination? 

The joining of J in the body of worus depends 
mainly upon two things-facility and di stinctive
ness. 

]n words like institutc) m;Jttlke , experience 
has shown tha t a l':harp angle and a more d istinct 
form i ~ olJtu ined by writing the s as given in the 
hook. 

In nOfU.!illlSfnnding, an angle is neces~ary for 
di~tjncti \l'eness--otherwille the form would look 
like th e word neck. 

The form for rec(lncile was tl rrived a t by simply 
dropping the I and rctnin;ng the s which was 
usOO whell the word was wri t ten i ll full. 

Jn formi ng: deriva tj ..,es of wordsigll~ or words 
that art: ahhreviated, t he letters added to form 
the dcri vativcs are disjoined . 

In pract ice, h{}wev~r, it is possible in many 
words to join the letters arl rled , because the forms 
arc rli~ti neti .... e . I t happens th ut this i~ the case 
in hath Slro1fJ{er ann slnmxesl- the sir for strong 
is $0 d isti nctive th at r and st may be joined in 
writing stronger and strongest respectivel y. In 
joinitlg the st, the com m,a s is used, just as it 
would,bc if the st were disjoined. 

The rule is that s join.q to n with a sharp angle, 
and this explains the form give n in the dictionary 
for the word assassi1JaJ;01J. The other s would 
not give a distinct l:lllg1e-indttd , the form, a q 

given in your letter, looks c ltuctly li ke the form 
tor aS~()(l 1tion. 
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148. Have you ever considered the advi!ta· 
bility of representing i s and has by 
the same sign in phrases? It is done 
in other systems. It might not be 
practicable when the words are stand
ing alone. but 1 do not see why it 
cannot be done in phrases. 

Yes; we have considered it, but decided that 
the very slight gain in bre\·jty was more than 
offset by loss in legibility. The possible eonAiets 
that might occur arc illustrated by a story told 
by the well-known court reporter, Louis E. 
Schrader, which appears in the Proceedings of 
the Pennsylvania Shorthand Reporters' Associa
tion for 1919. Mr. Schrader said: 

You may have noticed in magazines about 
a year ago a story from Pittsburgh, I think, 
which is worth repeating. In one of the big 
mills there they had a li ttle railroad connection~ 
a separate organization, a separate railroad 
company. The railroad was operated for the 
benefit of the steel company. Thev be<:ame 
involved in some li tigation with regard to inter_ 
state commerce regulations. The point at issue 
was whether this was really and truly a railroad 
or just a little adjunct of the steel company, to 
determine whether they were entitled to inter
state regulations and duties. In that testimony 
tht: qUeli t ion was asked: "Is it not a fact that this 
is merely a switch connection?" The witness 
in his answer stoutly denied it. He said that he 
had helped organize a separate railroad company 
and complied with all the laws and they were a 
bona fide railroad corporation, entitled to inter_ 
state regulations. After the case was written up, 
the counsel opposing the railroad laid the matter 
before the COurt with ont: statement. He said, 
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"The president of this road admits what we 
have always claimed: that this is merely an 
adjunct and it is not a railroad." The railroad 
people were very much surprised. When they 
p,inned. the man down to the statement, he said: 
'Here is his statement : 'Yes, it is a switching 

connection.' '' Counscl was astonished and called 
the president's a ttention to i t. He said, " There 
must be some mistake. I never said it." He 
called the reporter , who happened to be a very 
able one. Counl'eJ looked ~It it and said, 
"There must be 50me mist ake, because I have 
s~nt a great deal of time in }lwvi ng the other 
s1de of the question." The reporter got his notc· 
book and. compared it. T hose who write Pit
manic shorthand will appreciate the outline for 
"it is." H e started to read it and said) " Yes, 
there is no doubt it should be, 'it has a switching 
connection.' ,. 

149. Why is sinAwritten in fuJI instead of being 
abbreviated by means of the inA dot? 

The dot for ;lIg is used only when i ng is a 
separate srllable. 

150. In the words sherry, chill, jail, etc. , 
why is the circle vowel turned on the 
inside? D o not the j and the r or 1 
form an angle? F rom a geometrical 
standpoint there is an angle in this 
joining. I n the word back and the 
like, you put the circle on the outside 
because of an angle made by the two 
curves; then why not put the circle on 
the outside of an angle made by a 
strai~t Jine and a curve? 

The answer is that there is no angle. I n a 
geometric system then~ is an angle, but this is 
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not a ge<>mctric system. T he ch aractc~ for r 
and I curve at the beginning, and sh, ch, and j 
blend into them without an angl!! when r and I 
are written correctly. 

Ask vour studel}ts to writt! gash, gauge, and 
YOIl wift find that they will almost itlVariably 
write thelle words with the circle inside the 
curve. They do it naturally. Then a"k them 
to turn their note hooks ufside down nnd read 
the outlines. and they wil read them as shale, 
jail. The}' will then recognize that there should 
by no anglc between $11 cit, j and r or I, al'\y 
more than there should be between these char_ 
acters when reversed. 

You eQu id, of course, ex pl ai n, that at a later 
staae they will have a wordllign. qlltJli o71 , il) 
which k and .sh are join~·.d withollt an angle. 
The natural feature of t.his joining may be made 
clear, and elllpha~i 7..ed . uv writi ng the letters m 
and u in ](Jllghand , thus showing that the joining 
of the fi rst part of m is just like k sh, and that of 
the first part of u like st. r, 

151. I notice in the M anual that in the short
hand out line for emery you use t he 
consonant r , Why could not this 
word be written with the reverse circle 
after m, adding the other circle as is 
done in mere ly? In the same manner, 
could not Emily be written with the 
circle f01" lyon the opposite s ide of the 
=? 

The reversing principle is used to express 
r only when the r is the last leu er in the root 
word, as in near, mer~. dear. When 1.,'1 is added 
to a root word ending in a reversed circle, the 
circle for 1;' i~ joined on the other side of the 
line) as in flla)'o', mere6', deari)'. 
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The Icccer~ added to form other derivatives 
of a root word ending: with a reversed circle 
arc dj~joincd> as in 1uarer (disjoined r). neartJI 
(disjoined II), dCllr". ticllresl. From this you 
will see that the reversing principle would not 
apply to mury because the r i ~ not the las t letter 
in the word. 

Perhaps the thought you h:1\1 in mind regarding 
emerJ and Emil)' was that. a briefer outli ne would 
he obtai ned !.I}' the use of the reversing principle 
in emery and by the use of the d l'de for Iy in 
Emily. after the i. The brevity obtaintd, how
ever, is merely visual, because the joining of twO 
circles on 0ppo:"ile sides of a line reqnires 6'Tcnter 
precision in execution. The only reason why 
we :tdd the I)' circle after a reversed circlt: in such 
word.. as n£arly is to preserve consistency in 
word-building. 

What surpri~ed us was dUlt YOll should h.we 
sugge~ted the use of the circl e for I)' in Emil)" 
i n~tead of th{: loop for il)'. But w{: prefer to 
pay p;oJXT respect to proper n;um::s by writing 
them In full. 

152. Why is the .s in poliCe m ll n written with 
the reverse .5 , while the comma .9 ... 
used in raisin? 

The comma J, wh ich givcs a sharp angle, is 
prcfem:d in such )oi ll ~ng.~, but ~s po/iceman is a 
derIVatIVe of pO/ICe, It IS conSidered better to 
tetaill the form of the root word , which is already 
familiar to the wTit~r. In this w9Td, too, there 
i~ CnO\llZh " body" to t.he form to show d early 
wh.a~ itls, even if the angle be obscured in rapid 
wrlOng. 
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153. Please explain why the comma B is not 
used in s uch, subject, and exchanAe. 

The words SUell, subject, and exchange are 
contracted forms, anti the niles for j oining tlo 
not always apply to cont.tactioll~ . You will have 
noticed that in t.he word~igns t'tlU.fe and accept, .r 
is written contrary to the rille, and other illustra
tions could be given. There are only u few 
words in which s precedes ch or j witho\1t an inter
vening vowel; and it has been found that by the 
use of th e reverse s h, such, stlbjtJct, and (xchanXe, 
some very u~dul ann facile phrase-form s are 
secured, such as iiI-SIlCh, on-sue/:, on-the-subject, 
upon_such, ifl-t'xchmzge, bill (oj) exchange, S/ock
Exchangt? (st-exch). 

154. W e have had a discussion in our class as 
to how to write the words saint and 
da,:rn8 sk. Why is the s which fo rms 
an angle with n - t used in sain t, 
when the s which forms a curve is used 
with d -m. 

In word-o; like unt, Mini, seemed, sipu:d, t he 
comma s i;; llsed, as that. s would be used in words 
begin ning with sen, stili. sin, and thll~ would not 
im'oh"C a change in th(,! form of the root word 
when writing the past. t <llSC of seem, sign, selld, etc. 
As VOll len"" ', til l: comma s is given the preferen ce 
where there is a choice. 

]n the words 'enuis, dmll(lsk, we use the comma 
.r because it gi\'cS a continllOHS uniform mO\'e
ment, and avoids placing the circle on the back 
of the curve. 

155. I notice that 'the word method is repre
sented by m ethd, instead of meth, 
in the new book. Is this correct? 

Ycs. Advanced writers mar omit d from 
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this woru , bu t we. ha~'e f(lund th a t many young 
writer~, through carelessness in writi ng, con fuse 
method and mauer--espccially the plurals of 
these words. Our guidi ng principle is "accuracy 
6rst." 

156. In the specimen of shorthand which you 
have just returned to me I note that 
my outline th-a -th for that they is 
corrected to th -a-th-e. My idea was 
that th might be used for they in 
phrases. Am I wrong in this? 

The phrase, as wri tten in rour specimen, reads 
that the and not thai they. The)' is not expressed 
by rh at the end of a phrasc, but merel y where it 
precedes 0 , R.. or L, as in these phrases : TIley 
want, the), are not, (hey will De, they were. 

157. Why do you write life with the large 
circle, instead of using the indented 
circle which generally denotes the 
diphthong i? 

N ote (b), Lesson 6 of the Manual states: 
In some words it will he fou nd unnecessary 

to write the li ne through the large circle to cxprcss 
the diphthong. F c,r example, it is sufficient to 
writ\:: mal for might, as " it mat (might) be" and 
rna for my, as "in lila (my) opinion," etc. 

Other words from which the indentation mOl r be 
omitted are: quit(, item, identit)"idcmijy , idea, ideal, 
live!)·. lifetime. 

158. You state that in the word however the v 
should rest on the line, according to 
rule, but that useful must be written 
witb the dipt hong on the line because 
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t he word b egins with a wordsign, As 
holV is a wordsign I do not see why 
however does n.ot follow the same 
rule as u.sef ul. 

How, although given in the list of wordsigns, 
is not a contraction in the strictest sense, since 
the only omission is the dot for h, usually omitted 
in practical work anyway, The word is given 
in the wordsign lis t to bring out the fact that 
the same form is employed for hath how and out, 
War/arc and f)ulji/ are two other words which 
are in the same class as usdul-that is to say: 
they are written with the first syllable on the line. 

159. In the specimen of shorthand which you 
recently corrected fo r me I had the 
word surr,ound written s-oo-r-nd, 
but notice that you corrected it, using 
the small circle instead of the hook, 

As a gene1'al t hing) ur is. written cr, except 
in a few bl'id monosyllables, li ke fur, cur', etc., 
where a more sugg<:stive oudine is l>Ccu rcd by 
using [hc hook. 

160. Why a re the words wash a nd watch 
written with the 0 hook instead of the 
a circle? 

Wc tmploy the downward hook in the words 
wasil and watch because they are pronounced 
with the short sound of 0 , and not with the 
broad sound of a. If you will refer to the diction
ary for the phonctic spell ings of these words, 
you will find that they are given as wosh and wad . 

161. In the word basket why do we not 
write s with the clockwise movement, 
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so as to join k according to rule. 
treating band s as reverse curves, 
and placing the circle on the back of 
the b? 

I t is simpler to keep the J in the syllable to 
which it belongs: /;as./cer. Certain I)' the adopted 
form is much more. casily exeeuted than the 
twisted outline you suggest ! 

162. H ow best explain to students t he reason 
for writinr; the circle on the outside in 
such words as leU, f ail, fear , etc., 
although f r and II are blended in the 
words free. fray, flay? 

The point of the explana tion ;!'> th:tt in the 
word/ear, the! and rare sepilrareu hy a "'owel, 
whereas inJrce their com bination is not hroken. 
In t heory f and rand f and I dQ jnin with 
a n an~le; therefore an interven ing Clrde must 
l>e J?1aced on the outside. The special blended 
joimng has been introd uced for the sake of the 
added flllenC)' it gives. 

163. Why do you write bold in accordance with 
the rule and behold, which involves 
exactly the same joining. contrruy to 
rule? 

The angle ill the word bthold is necessary for 
the purpose of di::l tingu i!':hing the ~yllablc /,t: 
that IS to ~ay. for the very purpose of furnish ing 
a cl ear dis tinc tion l>etween /JoM and bdw!d. 
Thi~ is somewhat ~imilar to the usc of the angle 
in joining the affix ntis in such words ns Ih~n.lllgh
ntn, hardntn, etc., ill order to distinguish from 
throu,"n and hardt ll. 
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164. How do you write I'll, she's, he'd, etc., 
in shorthand? 

'''rite thcSe cxpressio!1s in the same way as 
the complt~te phrases I -will, she-is, lJe_wfmld, 
indicating the contraction by an apostrophe 
placed above. 

165. Is the word charlie writtt!n ch-j or 
mert!ly j? 

Charge is ell-j. W ritten in full, this word 
would appear a~ ell-rl!~'CT'.fCd large circle_j, and 
in the word sign we simply omit the circle. 

166. In a "Supplementary Lesson Drill", we 
have the two words austere and 
oyster . There was a good deal of 
discussion in our class as to the reason 
for th e two fonns of s . As the young 
lady who is taking this letter says, "It 
is perfectly natural to join them in 
the manner in which they are given"; 
but the "perfectly natural" way is a 
little bit difficult to explain, and we 
should therefore appreciate your com
ments on the use of the comma 5 and 
the backward 5 in tht!st! two words. 

The explanat.ion given by the young lady to 
whom you dictated your letter is the very best 
you could possibly hit upon, because the "per
fcaly natural" way is invariably the ca~ie~t way, 
and the easie~t way i!; invariably the right way. 
All rules in shorthand are ba~ed on considerations 
of facility and speed, and one of the proude~t 
boasts of our shor th and is that it is a "pcrfect1y 
natural" system-ba~ed on the "perfectly na
tural" forward slope of longhand and involving 
no unnatural shad ings, obtu~c angles, etc. 
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In the word austere, a sharp angle is desirable 
between s and I; in oyster, however, thc same 
joining would in,'olve an awkward twist on 
account of the presence of the circle. The per
fectly natural outlinc is therefore the one involv
ing the backward s. You will realize this more 
fully if you will try writing the other form. 

167. You say write all words by sound. When 
one's own pronunciation of a word has 
always been different from that adopted 
by the writer of the Manual, which 
should he follow? e.g. either. 

When taking dictation should you 
write the words as the dictator speaks 
them or as you will speak them? 

In the case of either, neither, we give the pref
erence to c, for the practical reason that the 
sm"ll circle is more easily made than the form for 
tlw diphthong i. \Vhere the prommciation is 
optional, we usually adopt the form that is more 
er.silv written. 

In' this connection it i~ interesting to note 
that writers of the system in England adopt 
forms for words Jike schedule, lieutenant (in ,,,hieh 
the pronunciation in England differs considerably 
from that which is gcnet<llly used in this country) 
that arc not the same as those used for the same 
wor.ds here. 

In answer to the other question: when a writer 
of shorthand adopts a form for a particular word 
and becomes thoroughly familiar with it, he 
automatically writes th"t form, no matter how 
the word may be pronounced by the speaker or 
the dictator. 

168. I do not understand the method foIlowed 
in forming derivatives. When are the 
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added letters joined or disjoined? Why 
is neares t written w ith sf d isjoined? 

There is some latitude allowed in forming 
deri vatives of abbreviated words. The genen1 
p ractice is to disjoin the letter or letters that arc 
added to the primitive form, a:$ in ((Jnsjd~rablc. 
expeclaTTl, Ii/leoNe, t:tiU.CllIise, c/carIlUS. 

Where th.e abbrev iated form for the pri mitive 
words is distinctive, it is unnecessary to disjoin. 
In many w(lrd~ the pr~:<;e ll ce of a sharp nngle, 
the absence of n vowel bet.ween consonants 
that cannot be sounded together with()llt a con
necting vowel, or the fullness of th e ahbreviated 
forlll, renders the word 00 d is tinc t i\·t:, so unmi~ 
takab!e, that it is unnecessary to disjuin. For 
instance, an,s is very suggestiye of anJwtr, 
wh ile thc presence of a sharp angle before the 
suffix form for able, and the ;thsence of a con
necting vowel, lea"e no po~sible doubt as to 
the meaning of t.he form. Nor could thert: he 
any doubt ahout the word JUggtSliU( , used in the 
last sentence, if the" ilt joined for j~. 

As to nem'eSI: where the primitive word ends 
with a reversed circle, we tli ~jl)jn the It!tter or 
let ters added to form the dcrivati~·e . Examples: 
nea1?T, '}tares!, dearer, deartSl, mailable. 

169. The reason has been given for placing 0 

in its natural position before r and 1, 
as in yore, yawl, that in rapid work 
the hook might be obscured. Why not 
make an angle between the hook and 
n in yawn for the same reason? 

Simply because it is the slant of the curves r 
IIml I that renders it difficult to cxpre."lt clt:arly 
a circle-and-hook combina r.ion. As a matter of 
fact, these words .lre not worth bothering about, 
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as you .are not likely to meet any of th l.:m in your 
dailr dicta tion. 

170, At t he beginning of words where you 
find two s's, what determines the direc
tion in which the first 8 should be 
writ len, as in ce8SlI tion, assassina
tion, assessment. 

\\'hcre there is a choice, prercrem:e 1$ given to 
the u s used ill says, sYJltm-· t.he natural wave 
blend. Th i ... applies to usm t;on. I n other Ca5(.:S 

the rules foJ' Join ing s apply to the second S; 
hence, ill assassination, assesslJJent , flS.f ist, t.he 
rule for making a sharp angle before a straight 
li ne governs. 

171. How do you express the terminat ions an, 
ian, in proper names? 

The followi ng shorthand form~ furn ish facile 
out1ille~ for the terminations mcntiolled : 

Key: Boston ian, tVlilmeapoiitan, T exan, J\.:lex· 
ican, Phi ladelphian, Chicagoan, Wa$h.ingtonian, 
Oregonian. 

172. Is it advisable t o phrase as in the fonowing 
examples: Can he, can you, will you, 
can I ? 

I t is sd dom ad vi!'lalJie to join he, I, or you 
after a single con!>onant, bccause such forms 
suggest word!'; rather th'lIl phr:L'>eS. For instance, 
can_y ou su ggestR qualit} ; !;;.iill.you, look ,- and can-I. 
carc. 
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173. In my work in a bank I find it necessary 
to distinguish carefully between credits 
Rnd correspondence . Please explain 
how this may be done. 

The followi ng illustrat ions cover th i::! and other 
similar groups of words: 

K I!)': Crcdits, cMn::spondence i c1aim~, clients, 
class . 

114. Is it possible to distinguish between 
beauties and beauteous? 

This distinct.ion should always be carefully 
made . Notc the following: 

Key: Beaut ies, ucautcous, beautifu l; duties, 
duteous, dutiful. 

115. Will you please give the correct form fOT 
not able as distinguished from 
unable? For instance. we are un
able~ and we are not able . . Kindly 
show the d istinction. 

Th ~ fulluwing will make the mat ter clear : 

K f:Y : \Ve are unable, we arc not ahle, if you 
arc u nable, if you are not ahh.·. 
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176. Why do you write the final tin ex.pedient, 
obedient, but not in evident? 

A finalt may be dropped in advanced wri ting, 
but we have retained It in these words because 
of the long vowd sound in dimt. I n the case of 
obediml the om ission of the fi nal t would give 
the same fMm as obtaill, and in forming contrac
t.ions we atw~ys make "legibil it.y first" our rule. 
The mentionir.g of tt'idcnl suggests a numher of 
words in which the [erminntion dent is r<:pre
stilted hy dm. H ere are ~mt: of them : evident, 
resider/I, president, accident, incident, coincident. 

177. In the Phrase Book I notice that in the 
phrases we-a~ree. you-allree-, the 
form for nitea is Are. 

The ag}!.re prefix form, from whi ch we derive 
the worusign agree, is comparati .... ely new. The 
Phrase Book wa.<; puhlish\."{f many years ~go; 
hence the use of the old form for flgr~e. When 
you fi nd an y inconsistencies in the forms for 
words or p hrases in our books, it is well to look 
at the d ates of the copyrights of the books, given 
on the back of the title page!:. The book bearing 
the latest copyright date i1': the onc which is mo.'lt 
likely to have the p resent-d ay form. The 
Phra1':e Book is Jl0W being rcyised, I>u t it is not 
pos~ible to have all our hooks revised at the same 
time, so that inconsistencies appear occasionally. 

178. Please tell me how to write JiAhtest and 
kindes t, kindliest. 

After wordsignsJ esJ i1': ~xpresscd by di!ljoined 
Jf; thereforc,li~hteJI and Jr.inde# are written wi th 
the wordsign Torm!: for light and kind, with Jl 
placed c1o~e to, hut sli ~htly below, the form for the 
root word. Kindly ~s distinguished from kind 
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by writing the double circle instead of the indenta
tion, and the word kindliest is then:fort': expressed 
by the form for kindly with st placed after it. 

179. I notice that in one of the shorthand 
plates in the magazine the word clairrlS 
is written with an angle. Why is the 
angle necessary? 

We make an angle in claims to distinguish it 
from the word clasJ-a word with which it might 
clash in reading. This is done in forming the 
plural of -words where the wordsign form ends in 
a cirde--clt'ars, re7,ards, credits. An an~le is 
formed for the same purpose, but in a different 
way, in such forms as cares, names. 

180. Why, in the word selective, write both 
vowels, and in the word attractive 
only one? Both are reversed curves. 

\Ve insert the second vowel in select to dis
tinguish the word from silk, and of course the 
form is not changed in the derivative, sele(/ive. 
In many cases where the curves are of difFerent 
lengths the vowel is inserted to mark the dis
tinction in length. 

181. Would you write glistened with the 
blend or with the disjoined t? 

In the word glistened we join the nd, as in the 
word lessened in tht: Dictionary. 

182. In the word paralysis, would you con· 
sider the word wrong if the students 
wrote it with the vowel thus: l-e-ss? 

No; it would not be wrong for a student to 
insert the vowel in paralysis. In the case of 
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minor vowels;, which do not materially affect 
the outline. there is a great deal of latitude 
allowed. Too much empha~i~ on the insertion 
or ornis..<;ion of minor V(Jweili in teaching has a 
tendency to di$CQurage the students, and should 
be avoided. 

183. [ am puzzled, at times, to know when to 
use the disjoined dash fo r ed, ted, ded, 
and when not to use it. Can you 
elucidate the rule a little? 

The rult:s for the past tense rna}' be expressed 
as follows: 

t. Join I, d, or I'd wherever it is possible to 
make a fadlc and legible joining. 

2. Di$join: 
(a) When the pa!!t ttcn~ cnes in r and the 
reversing prim:Jplc does not apply. 

(Examples : Teared, poured). 
(h) Aft\:r a reversed ci rcle or 11, tn. 111(. 

(Examl»les: neared, nlllrr,d, /i1tgt:rul). 
(c) After worcl .. igns or abhreviated words 
which do not end in the last C01zsonQni of 
the word. 

(Examples: acupud, n/J/Jr(1)itlud). 

In further cxplanati<.ln of the furegoing, we 
may llrld that there is I!. growing tendency on 
the par t of practical wri ters to joi n the pust 
tense wherever it is J>ossil>le to do so. Formerly 
it was the custom to dil'ijoin afte r aU rc\'en;cd 
circles, ao; in ulltrcd, SCQII~red. hu t this is giving 
way to the practice of joining the past tense 
and thus aVOLding thc lifting of the; pen. Rven 
after nI. lid, ml, md, as in painted,landcd, prompltd, 
many e)(~rt writers prefer to join the da...h for 
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the past tense rather than lift the pen. In many 
cases: the j oi ning of the pa:rl t t ense form has the 
advantage of preserving the original form of 
t he root word as in admitted, defeated, oun-Iouded, 
wtlded. 

184. Why is the vowel omitted from invent, 
when it is inserted in unfit? 

Because f)-nf is obvioud y r;etlt , while l ·t might 
be fort; one furm is distinctive, the other is nut. 
There is, of course, the additional reason that the 
in.o;et tion of the circle between II and nl is not as 
facile as it would be between/ and I. 

In our own writing, emJ is actually a blcnd
that is: it is written without an angle, and looks 
exactly like a longhand rJ. Some of ou r friends, 
in nnticing this, have urged us to incorporate 
it among the blended signs, but we have nut done 
so simply because it applies w a comparatively 
small cla. ... '1 of words. This is how it appears 
in our writing : 

b ~p-,b)r--2 
Key: In\'ent, venture, ad venture, event, even. 

tual, prevent . 
But whether you write rJtnt a.o; a blend or with 

the angle, it is a bsolutclr safe and di~ti ll ctive. 
Note, too. that the t is omitted from the term

ination tenJinn, as ill i rWtnfi on, cam-enti on. pre
t,t nJion, (onlra ~'mlirm , inlt'rt'ml;on. 

185. Is the sign for office a combination of 0 

and oS or a combination of 0 and f? 

It is a combinat ion of IJ and s--Qr a combination 
of the wordsigns for o/.i$. 
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186. In writ ing the word witness. why is the t 
omitted? 

The form for witne.l .l is a C(ltlr t re\,orting con
traction fo r a word that is con~tant r occurring 
in court prrx~ccdi ngs . 

187. Why do you not use the reversing principle 
in writing t l>e word 6tnersion, as you 
do in emerge? 

There is more stress on the " in cr.rh alld arsh 
tl,an in tJI"ch, ar~e . 6'rgt . If the r were vmitted 
from marsh, it' would be mash; ann /!menion 
withou t th e T, would be emission. 

188. 

Yes . 

In the Manual, 
to th e rule. 
from its? 

itself is written contrruy 
I s this t o dist inguish it 

189. In Speed Studies, Page :1 71, the r is 
omit t ed from Persia. Would it not be 
easier and better to usc t he per 
prefix fo rm? 

T he form rne nt.ioned was adopn:d to rlis tin !o,TUish 
P('rsia from Pl'lt.!!ia. 

190. To settle an argument in our class, could 
you tell me why, in the words respects, 
indus tries, bu,~inesses , etc., the s 
which forms the plura l is written in 
t h e sam e manner as the previous one, 
while in the words coucse.s, in
fluences, and offices, the ses blend 
is used? 

The purpose of mak ing thl: angle in forming 
the phlral Df ccrttlin wontsigm; 0 1' abbreviated 
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word.s ending in s is to pre.~erve legibilit y; in 
other words to prevent the forms from heing read 
as (")ther words. Written with the hlend the word 
cauJl:s would suggest comi;l; dt'S ;rcs might be 
read as desiJ/- and so Oil . The: forms for tourus, 
G.f!ius, if/voict!, (and forces) could not be read 
as anything but t.he words reprellentccl; therefore 
it is flot nece.q."nrr to join the lIccoml s witll the 
angle. The form you read :IS il1j1l/tnus is in~ 
ooices. l njlumce is rcprc!.cnr.ed bl' n-f. so it is 
sufficient to add ol1e s to form the plural. In 
the word rtJpu/J it wOll ld be possiIJle to use the 
blend , but we have preferred to applr the rule 
hccause in raJ)id wri ting, the circle might be 
enlargt.'<i, maklllg t he form look like ,-aises. As 
IlIlJin(J,ru ami indu;t";n arc not very common 
words, we have ~xtendcd the application of the 
ru le to thl;m, althmlgh it would be pos-"ible to 
usc the blend with safety . 

191. P lease expla in why delti is written in full . 
instead of wit h the blend , and why 
feen is written with the reversed 
circle, instead of by omitting the r as 
in Iiren. 

In tht: case of n one-s}'llabk: word con~ain i ng 
a sound reprc$cn t,ed br a blend, we wtl te the 
word in full unless tl1(.: form is absolutely dis
tim:tivc . You willl'emt:mbcr th at this is done in 
lett , din, dim , lx:cau!'ic the blends used for the.'le 
words might, in rapid wri ting. look li ke time, 
which, being a much more common word, would 
ll:tturally be suggested by the form in readi ng 
the notes, I n .fill'S and end, however, the hlends 
ma y he USed because the forms tl.rc distinctive. 
and to mtl.ke doubly Sllre of this we included 
them among the wordsigns. SO that the s tudent 
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would have plenty of practice on them. As de! 
is the wordsign form for differ, dijfn-t7l/, we 
believe deaf should be wri tten in fu ll, especi all y 
as it i ~ an infrequent word . 

The form for firm is a wordsign for a common 
word ; infrequent words are bes t wri tten in full, 
especiall y when they are ve ry short words like 
{ern , without enough bodr to them, either in 
sound or sign, to make them distinctive. 

192. Why the change of form of the s in 
h em stitch, institute, or dl'sinfect? 
That is one joining for which I have 
never seen any definite rule. 

The comma s is uSed in hemstitch because we 
try to preserve the root form of words whenever 
possible. The left.motion s is used in disinfect 
In order to preserve the distinctive form of dis . 
The word hulflute is given in the Vocabulary 
as a special (orm. 

193. Why are such words as keep, business, 
bdnA, corporation, e'Xperience, 
given as wordsigns, and other words 
with similarly constructed forms, as 
complete, civil, conAr ess, leAis/ate, 
ign orant, not given? 

Generally the (ormti given in the wordsign 
list nre (or (requently-occw'ring words, an.d are 
inwxluced early in. order th at the s tudent may 
be able to take simple dictation earl y ill the 
course. It is, of cour,se, highly desirable that the 
student should acqui re as soon as possible, the 
ability to write all common words automaticall y. 
Many o( the (arms given in the Short Vocabulary 
are abbreviated in accordance with the principles 
of abbreviation- prefixes, suffixes, etc.- which 
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were not familiar to the student nt the ti me the 
wordsigns were gi ven. Other forms in the list 
are included for the purp<')Se o f d istinction- as 
civil, as distingnished from several. As the words 
given in the Vocabulary are not so common as 
t hose given in the wordsign list, i t is considered 
advisable to lIef!:r their study and practice until 
the student's mind is free from the mastery 
of new applications of the theory with each lesson. 

194. When the wordsign for I is t he large circle, 
why do you use the broken circle in the 
phrase, I ~hope? 

Just to distinguish it from I-put. As it is 
written in that j oming, it does not require much 
effort. 

195, In dictation how do you ind icate that 
words Elrc to be typed in capitals? 

T o indicate that a word, or a serics of words, 
should be underscored in transcribing ( tha t is: 
i talicized). draw a si ngle line under the word or 
words. T o indicate that each word 'in a series 
of words, as in :l t itle of a book or document, 
should begin with a cap ital draw t w(> lines under 
the words. T o indicate that a word, or a series 
of words. should be typed in cap ita!;, draw three 
lines under the words. 

196. Would you please tell me why the dot is 
p laced over anyh o w? 

The dot "is placed over the form to suggest 
the word how, thus distinguishing it from now. 

191. I notice that in some of the plates of 
r eporting m atter a dot is used for 
and, and a k, above the line (contra) 
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for contract. D o you approve of 
these, and do you recommend them 
for class work? 

As conlrael is a very <:ommon word in law 
reponing, the expression of it by the disjoined 
prefix con/ra is decidedly advantageous in that 
line of work. It is not sufficiently frequent 
in other work to ju~t i fy the addition of it to the 
abbreviations to be mcmori,7.ed hy s tudents, 
cspeciaHy as the complete form requires but one 
more stroke:. 

We have never approved of the use of the dot 
for and for reporting or any other work, and do 
not approve of it now, notwithstanding the fact 
that it is used by that sph:ndid reporter, Fred H. 
Gurth~r, and by some other experts. But Mr. 
Gurtler can do thing:s which less expert writers 
cannot do. Our objections to th e dot for and 
are: 

(a) While a dot looks brief. in our j udgment 
it requires just as much effort to write a dot 
as it does the easy, forward nd curve. 
(b) Y<ou cannot phrase a dot. Think of the 
many useful and faci le phrases lost by the 
use of the dot-and~whjch, and_will, and-I
will, and~mt, and~my, and_I_am, and-many, 
and.Jh~rt. and-to-forth, and-to-on. 
(c) In rapid writing, the dot is often made 
so light as to escape attention in reading
sometimes it is taken for a :;;peck in the 
paper. It might be argued that this will 
apply to a and an. but experience has shown 
that these words arc usuall y necessary to 
make sense, and are therefore supplied. 
The word and, being a conjunction , is not 
always supplied by the context. 

For all these reasons we do not approve of the 
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use of the dot . I t looks brief. but its apparent 
brevity is deceptive. 

A scrutiny of the transcripts made by the high 
speed wri ters in the national contests strongly 
confirmed the views we have expressed in the 
foregoing paragraphs. 'Ve noticed, again and 
again, that the wrIters who used the dot for and 
either omitted or mistranscribed it In many 
places, while wri ters who used the stroke sign 
had no trouble with that word. 

M any reporters have expressed to us their 
regret that they ever formed the habit of usi ng 
the dot for and, and several have discont inued 
its use a fter years of practice. 

198. You say make the t very short in the com
binat ion str. Please explain t his. 

There is a tendency on the part of many 
students to write the upward straight lines rather 
long bt:causc they are easily-wri tten, forward
moving characttrs. Therdore it is well to drill 
on making the I short, particularly before r, as tr 
is a common combinat ion. In our own short
hand penmanship work, we drill the students on 
writing I, d with a more vertical inclination before 
r and I , using (in the first lesson) such words as 
lray, tree, trail, dale, dairy. When they come 
to the s, we drill on sir, pointing out how much 
that combination, properly made, resc:mbles 
one of the forms for the longhand r. This helps 
them to see how easily t he form may be made
in one continuous movement, instead of with a 
pause after each stroke. But the appearance 
of the (arm of a longhand r is lost, and also the 
fluency of movement in writing the form , if the 
t is lengthwed. 
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199. Is the outline for secretary written as the 
Shorthand Dictionary gives it in order 
not to confuse it with security? 

No; in Jecurily the disjoined r expresses -rily. 
I n u(relary the ri expresses ar)" in accordance 
with the rule. Part of the word being omitted, 
it is necessary to disjoin for ary. 

200. Will you please say if d one can be 
expressed by the den blend in the 
phrases we-have-done, you-have
not-done. 

The object of makin~ an angle in done when it 
stands alone is to distmguish it from time. I n 
phrasing it is expressed by the blend after h . 
hw, hau , as In will-h -dtJtle, has-bun-done, 
1i.:e-hm.)(-t!olle. Advanced writers usc: the blend 
for dune in all phrases. 

201. I am puzzled to know when to use the 
hook for u (dipthong) and when to 
use the dipthong form. P lease explain. 

The rule reads: "\Vhere two vowels not 
forming a diphthong come together, the minor 
or unaccented one may be om itted, and for con_ 
venicm:e in writing many words the ci rcle may bl!: 
omitted in the diphthong u." 

The first part of the rule does not require 
further explanation. The second part of it
rcl;lting to the d iphthong u- is also dear, but 
an understanding of the pUrpDU of it ma y assis t 
rou. As stated in Webster's New In ternational 
Dictionary, in the diphthong u, " they sound after 
d or n is common in England, as in due, new, etc., 
but not in America." There is also a tendency 
to shorten the sound after s. I, j , lh. as in suil, 
assume, IlIie,jury, 'Jew, mJllfpiasm. 
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In many words, therefore, the student will 
naturally use the sign for 00. But it is also 
found auvantagcou!>'-"for convenience in writing 
many words," as the rule has it- to omit the 
circle where a more facile form is obtained by 
doing so, and where:: the sound of 00 is a sufficient 
indication of the dipht.hong. Examples: music, 
continuc~ 11JuJua/, virtue, genuine. museum. 

202. Why is the past tense form of fashion 
signified by the disjoined dash instead 
of the nd blend? 

When ed is added to shun we use the sign for 
the past tense, as. in menfioned, motioned, occa_ 
sioned. In most cases the d nsh may be joined, 
and when this is done, the joining is more facile 
than it would be with nd. 

203. In the word scissors, why is the same 
ses used as in the word says, thus 
forming a sharp angle with the r? 
The Manual teaches that s goes the 
same way as the curve. 

In sciJJors there is an angle in writing ;es, 
either way. The us which resembles the long
hand s, used for says is more natural and fa-:ile. 
In addition to this, if the other ses were used, the 
outline for scissors would look like soars, when 
written rapidly. 

204. In request and requisite, why is the first 
e omitted? The Manual giv~ a rule 
that when a forward character follows 
re, such as k, g, r, J. t, d, n , m, the 
re is written in full. Example : regain 
r-e-g-a-n . 

R is used for re in prefixes and before suffixes; 
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hence the omission of the vowel before the suffix 
forms qunt and qllisjte. 

205, I should like to ask why gjve~ is written 
without an angle when we write 
cares with an angle. 

T he reason for making the angle in forming 
the plural of certain wordsigns ending in a vowel 
is to d istinf?u ish them from other words. In the 
word cartS It is necessary to make the distinction, 
because otherw;~e Cflres and case would be repre
sented by the same form, and there are possi
hili ties, though extremely rare, where there might 
be dashing, 3S in the question: " Have you any 
rau?" (or cares). The words gjves and guess are 
different parts of speech, and so could not dash; 
therefore it is unnecessary to make the angl e. 

206. W ill you kindly enlighten me as to why 
you write acciden tal with a disjoined 
I? 

Because the root word, accident, i:r; abbreviated. 

207. Why write lenient with the second circle 
outside? 

This is an interesting question. When two 
circles are wri t ten on t he same side of a straight 
stroke, t here is a tendcncy to curve the stroke. 
If you will write the word lenimt, rapidly, with 
both circles on the upper side of the n, you will 
see that 11 assumes the appearance of r. Of 
coursc, an expert writer could make a dir.tinction 
easilv enough , and even jf he did not so do, he 
could read the form- but our standard is what 
the young student in school can do, or, rather, 
will do. 
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A few words of the same character-that is, 
words in which both circ\~:s come on the same 
side of the line-are rendered absolutely safe by 
omitting the second vowel. Among them are 
agitate, agitatioll , earnesJ. Compare the form for 
the la tter with earliest (t_r_ly_s) and you will see 
th e need of this distinction in sllch phrases as 
eaY/ic.sI-a/le1Jtion or earnes/.(Itten/ion. -It is pos
sible to omit the second circle in leniml, but the 
joining w-Quld be more awkward than the insertion 
of the yowd. 

208. I cannot understand why the 1 is omitted 
from salesman. P lease explain. 

The omission of I from salesman a nd salesman
ship is a natural evolution by analogy from 
wholesale. As salesman and salesmanship oc
curred frequently in some Jines of business cor'~ 
respondence, writers of the system gradually 
began to use ; . 4 for ;ale in these word~> as was 
done originally in the ca!>e of wlwlesale only. The 
forms are very distinctive and promote compact· 
neSs in writing. 

209. Please teU me how mutually is written. 
Is it expressed by m~oo~ t and the 
loop for ally, or is it m.oo·t~l with 
the circle expressing Jy? We have had 
a discussion about it in the class. 
Our teacher thinks the former is 
correct, but we do not. The word 
naturally is written with the circle, 
so why isn't mutually? P lease answer 
as soon as possibl e. 

Evidently you want to get your teacher in had 
--or get us in bad with your teachc:r! Your 
teacher is right. The loop is used in mutually. 
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In the Manual there :lre several words in which 
tne endings aJ and ual are expressed by I, and 
when the Jy is added and the ending becomes 
all)', ua/ly, the loop is used. If you are still in 
doubt as to whcther your teacher is right, j ust 
look up actually jn the Shor thand Dict ionary. 
The words mutually, habitually, ptrpclualJy are 
not given in the Shorthand Dict ionary, but the 
same principle appli es to them, of course, 

Now as to ntUurally. The word nature is 
abbreviated to naf because it is a frequent word. 
\Ve add I for natural, nut we do not add the loop 
for allv to nat for naturally hecau;;e nat is not 
the full outline for nature. \Ve hope your con
fidence in your teacher is restored by this explana
tion. 

210. Am I right in explaining to my pupils 
that the reason for writing person as 
we do is that the complete outline 
would require that form of the s? 

Yes, your explanat ion is correct. ]f person 
or personal were wri ttcn out in full, we should 
have to use the comma s on account of the neces
sity for a sh:lrp angle between sand n. This 
explanation applies to a numher of joinings in 
the word~igns and contractions which, at first 
glance, seem irregu lar; as, for instatll.:e, cause and 
accept. 

211. Is the termination spect always expressed 
by sp? 

Yes, except in the word aspect, where the k is 
added for grea ter clearness, and in ;;uch words as 
suspect, respect, etc., where other principles 
govern. 
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212. How can the use of ses in criticise be 
justified when the diphthong i comes 
between the two s's? 

It is jus tified by th e usefulness and distinctive_ 
ness of t he (ol'm. When a more fac ile form is 
obtained by the use of t he blend, and the form 
is absolutely dis tinctive, the strong vowel sound 
may be omitted. The fo rm critscs could not be 
rt:a~l for anything bu t crjliciu-the first part, 
being written in full , makes it ab~lutel y legible. 

213. Why not use the den blend, which is 
giVen the preference, in ardent. re
versing the a on the den blend, as in 
harden? 

In htlY'den we keep the root form of hard, 
merely roundi ng off t he angle-tha t is: " blendin g 
the ch aracters-to add n . 

The placing of an initial circle on the back of a 
curve is unusual and nOt very facile; therefore) 
in ardmt, it is preferable to usc the other form, 
which has the additional advantage of yielding 
the complete word. 

214. We are now studying "The G reat Stone 
Face." Why is the clockwise th used 
in tha t book in writing the name 
Gathsrgold?" 

There are two rules governing the writing of 
fA in Gathergold, one governin~ it when it is 
joined to g and the other when It is joined to r. 
When this occurs, the preference is glven to the 
Ih whi ch yields the more facile form. 

Yau will notice that the rule about joining Ih 
to 0 , T, I, anpli es chiefly a t the beginning or end 
of words, -as in though, thought, throw, moth, 
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earth, healtll. The object of th e rule is to secure 
3. sharper angle than would. be secured by the 
usc of the clockwise Ih. In the body of words 
it sometimes hllppens th at, 0 11 account of the 
form of the character preceding Ih, the clock\'''r1sc 
II. yields a more facile and more legible outline 
than the other form for tlJ-hence the clockwise 
In is used in such words. Examples: mm/hol, 
Anthony, anfhroid, an/Mop%g]. 
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ANAWGICAL ABBREVIATIOXS 

BY JOII :" ROBERT (: nEGG 

((,'opyrighl, J(J'<): hy JDhn R. Gngg) 

This was the t itle of a lesson in the old edition 
of the manual. 1 t was a lesson that was exce(.'d.~ 
ingl)' popular with teachers-and with the writer. 
We rcmt:mber the reluctance with which we 
reached a decision that the series of beginnings 
and endings of words contained in that lesson 
should be classified under Pn:fixcs or Suffixes, or 
placed under the application of a definite rul e. 

Since the appearance of the revised edition 
many tcachers, while adm itting t hat the new 
arrangement was an improvement, have expressed 
a regret over the di5appcaranee of a lesson which 
they found so interesting to teach. 

This idea of grouping words with similar be
ginni ngs and endi ngs is an old hobby of mine in 
teach ing. 1 have always been a great believer 
in the value of teaching shorthand by analogy, or 
"association," as the memory people term it. 
All teachcrs who have been under my instruction 
are aware. of ehi s. Another principle-that of 
cOlltrasting forms- is helpful, too, but teaching 
by an alogr or associ:Hicm IS vastly more effective, 
and has a much wider scope. 

The following examples will be found very 
helpful. 

I n wrse, t.!ersil)', ::ergt, tougenl, uergtnC)'. r is 
omitted. 
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VerM. Versity 

l~;;;;j 
l ;/ j 

Kty: Converse, diverse, inverse, obverse, perverse, reverse, 
transverse, traverse; adversity, perversity, 

Ver ge, Vergent, Ver gency 

Kq: Converge, diverge ; convergent, divergent; eonver· 
gency, divergency. 

R is not omitted in verI, lierJion and lierJi(J/. 

Vert 

Kq: .,", vert, controvert, convert, divert, invert, pervert, 
revert. 

NOT!!;: This is done to dis tinguish from other forms; thus: 

77 /7 
Kty: Covet, cover t; defeat, divert ; rivet, revert: 

Veraion, Veraial 

Kq : Aversion, inversion, conversion , perversion, sub
version; controversial. 
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Tain , Tine 

y ,,-
V r-- ~ 

/ -r--~ ? 
V- ~ r- ~ 
::-~ ~ L-
/~ 

~C- ---v~ 

Key: Ascertain, attain, captain, certain, contain, detain. 
entertain, maintam, obtam, per tain, retain, sustain: 
adaman nne, asbesune, brIgantine, destlne, gelatin, intes tine; 
libertme, nlcotme, quarantme. 

Tent 

Key: Content, intent, latent, patent. 

Den t, Dient 

y J-
3- L;--

--;:::.- «- ~ ~ 
I-' ...--..,,- ? 

Key: Antecedent, evident, improvident, imprudent, im_ 
puden t, president, resident, student; expedient, gradient, 
obedient. 
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Gent. Tient, Ciate, Tiate 

Kry: Ancient, efficient, deficient, proficient, !?atient; emaci_ 
ate, excruciate, officiate, ditferentiate, substantIate. 

Mal, Nal 

Kly: Dismal, formal, normal; arsenal, cardinal, communal, 
eternal, external, final, infernal, internal, maternal, parernal. 
supernal. 

Tal, Tile, Tual 
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Kt) .' Acquittal, brutal, crystal, dental, fatal, frontal, 
hospital, immortal, incidental, mental, meta l, mortal , oriental, 
parental, pedestal, recital , rcntal, vital; ductile, fertile, futil e, 
hostile, projectile, te:nile ; actual, eventual, mutual, perpetual, 
virtual. 

S ional, T ional 

K t] .' Occasional, professional, provisional; national, ra
tional, sensational, trad itional. 

Eria l , Or;. 1 

Kt).' I mperial, ministerial, secretarial, edi torial , memorial, 
pictorial. 
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Tor, Ture 

Kt;; : Acror, motor; adventure, creature, curvature, de. 
parture, feature, fixture , forfeiture, immature, miniature, 
mixture, moisture, nurture, pasture, picture, pos ture-. r apture, 
stature, texture, torture, venture. 

10m 

~--

Kty.: Aphoris,!", baptism, ~arbarism, de~potism, egotism, 
epicur!sm, heroIsm, magnetIsm, mechanIsm, modernism, 
optimism, organism, paganism, pauperism, socialism. 

Cism 

Kty: Cri ticism, fanaticism, mysticism, paroxysm, skepti_ 
cism, witticism. 
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Cert, Cern 

Key: Assert, concert, desert, dissertation, exert, insert. 
reassert; concern, discern, unconcern. 

Erly 

Kty: Dearly, mannerly, merely, sisterly. 

FUM 

Kty: Confuse, diffuse, effuse, infuse, refuse, 

Ponent 

Kty: Component, deponent, exponent, opponent. 
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Sive, N.ive 

Kq: Corrosive, di$l;ursive, excursive, repu!sive; apprehen. 
s!ve, comp~ehensivel defensive, expansive, expensive, inten
SIve, edenSlVe, penSIve. 

RI, 

L 

i 
Key: Cambric, cerebric, chimeric, chivalric, choleric, citric, 

empiric, exotericl gastric} genetic, historic, hysteric, lyric, 
panegyric, rhetorIc, spherIc. 

Teoue 

K lY: Beauty, beauties, beauteous; bounty, bounties, 
bounteous; duty, duties, duteous; pity, pities, piteous. 
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Line ... 

Kty: Brotherliness, cleanliness, comeliness, courtliness, 
earthliness

l 
fatherlin ess, holiness, homeliness, liveliness, loneli

ness, order iness, sickliness, silliness, ugliness, 

Ine ... 

Key: Cosiness, craziness, creepiness, diz:cincss, happine$S, 
laziness, messiness, noisiness, rOSiness, sleepiness. 

Diction, Duction 

Key: Contradictionl benedicrion, prediction, malediction, 
valedic tion; introduction, reproduction, production. 
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Lection, Liction 

Key: Collection. election, dereliction, selection, 

Sped, Spection, Spectation 

'! ( ! 
7 

. Key: Circ.umspect, e.lI"pect. insP'C~t. in trospect, prospect; 
cIrcumspection, Inspect1On, ell"pectatlOn. 

lzation 

Key: Analyz.ati~n. centraliz~tio!,. crYMa.\Iiz~tion, n.a.tur~iz
aeion, demorahz:lnon. memOriZatIon, real,zat1On, utIlization. 

Quiaite, QUill itive. Qui lliti<m 

Key: Exquisite, requisite; acqUlSltlVe, inquisitive; acquisi_ 
tion, dIsqUISItion, inqUIsition, requIsition. 
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Ratlo'l , Latlon 

In words ending in mation, mission, nation, 
nition, we omit the vowel; but we retain a in 
ration, lation. 

KlY: Aberration, adoration, arbitration, commiseration, 
coml?ilation, duration, elation, installation, p"roration, 
rdanon, restoration, revelation. 

Titude 

Kq: Altitude, aptitude, attitude, beatitude, certitude, 
exactitude, fortitude, latitude, platitude. 

Constitute, institute, gratitude are written with 
one t only. 

-ate endings 

The rule for the omission of tor d when slightl y 
enunciated has been generally interpreted as 
applicable only when the / or d is preceded by a 
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consonant, as in hsl, difecl, /acl , pasl, evidenl, 
etc. It has been gradually extended to many 
words in which a vowel or diphthong precedes I 
or d. In the revision of the dictionary greater 
uniformity of practice was established in this 
respect. 

The practice is to omit I in the termination 
rate, late, lale, Jale; but not in cate, fate, gale, 
male, nate, vale. The I is retained in cale,/ate, 
gale, male, nate, vate, because it requires no effort 
to execute. 

Rate 

Kty: Accurate, ameliorate, aspirate, asseverate, censorate, 
citrate, commemorate, commiserate, consecrate, decorate, 

. desecrate, desperate, electorate, execrate, exhilarate, exoner. 
ate, federate, frustrate, generate, incinera te, ingrate, in. 
veterate, iterate, lacerate, operate, penetrate, perpetrate, 
pl'05trate, quadrate, reiterate, saturate. tolerate, ulcerate. 
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Lat. 

~~~~ 

Ker Annihilate, appellate, assimilate, circulate, collate 
correlate, desolafe, inflate, interpolate, inviolate, percobte' 
relate, scintillate, translate, vcntilatc, violate. ' 

Tate 

Kty: Ae:ita te, apos tate, cogitate, fe1 ic~ ta te, gravitate 
hesitate, Imitate, intestate, irritate, necesSItate, habilitate: 
potentate, resuscitate, testate. 

Sate 

K~y: Compensate, insensa te. 

Cate . Gate 

A cu rious thing about cate and gate, especially 
when preceded by a short e or short i (irate, igale) 
is th at the abbreviating principle is almost invari_ 
ably applied after c and g, Th is has grown up 
generally without conscious thought or direction. 
Note the fonowing ; 
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K~y: Adjudicate, complicate, delicate, implicate, indicate, 
deprecate, medicate; c:!Stigate, fumigate, interrogate, irrigate, 
litigate, mitigate, relegate. 

When calc and gale are written in full it IS 

usually for the purpose of distinction ; thus : 

J -

Key: Authentic, authenticate; detect, dedicate; ex tract, 
extricate; predict, predicate. 

Cation 

Key: Abnegation, abrogation, aggrega,tion l al!egation, 
castigation, conjugation, derogation, instiga tion, Investigation, 
irrigation, lega tion, propagation. 
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In all of the terminations where a double vowel 
precedes the " the latter is retained, 

~ 

Key: Affiliate, allcviatc, ampliate, appropriate, collegiate, 
conciliate, create, del ineate, inebriate, mediate, palliate, 
radiate, 

After a diphthong (especially i) , or d is almost 
invariably dropped, 

Xl) : Appeti te, decide, coincide, expedite, ignite, impolite, 
provIde, r'!CQndite, satellite, untie; adroit, doubt, proud. 

Cien cy, G en e)' 

T he analogy between ciency a nd gency in sound 
and form may not have occurred to some studen ts. 

/9j!77 
-7~ Jj;/ 

Kly: Efficiency, deficiency. proficiency; agency, astrin_ 
gency, cogency, contingency, effulgency, exigency, pungency, 
regency, urgency. 
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Path y, Pi th y 

K~y: Allopathy, antipathy, apathy, homeopathy , hydro
pathy; pithy. 

Cted. Ctor. Ctive 

h <.--->' -:....- ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

'- '- J "7 
~ .// /' j -/ ;; ;; 

Ktv: Addicted, contracted, constructed, detected, de
tracted, effected, elected, Instructed, reconstructed, trans
acted; conductor, contractor, constructor, detractor, extractor, 
instructor, retractor; adjective. attractive, constructive, detec_ 
tive, destructive, effective, inductive. 
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